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Abstract

Nonlinear Model Reduction via Discrete Empirical
Interpolation
by

Saifon Chaturantabut
This thesis proposes a model reduction technique for nonlinear dynamical systems
based upon combining Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) and a new method,
called the Discrete Empirical Interpolation Method (DEIM). The popular method of
Galerkin projection with POD basis reduces dimension in the sense that far fewer
variables are present, but the complexity of evaluating the nonlinear term generally
remains that of the original problem.

DEIM, a discrete variant of the approach

from [11], is introduced and shown to effectively overcome this complexity issue.
State space error estimates for POD-DEIM reduced systems are also derived. These
£ 2 error estimates reflect the POD approximation property through the decay of

certain singular values and explain how the DEIM approximation error involving the
nonlinear term comes into play. An application to the simulation of nonlinear miscible
flow in a 2-D porous medium shows that the dynamics of a complex full-order system
of dimension 15000 can be captured accurately by the POD-DEIM reduced system
of dimension 40 with a factor of 0(1000) reduction in computational time.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Motivation and Goal

In many practical applications, such as in optimization, control, and uncertainty
analysis, it is often necessary to provide real-time simulations that repeatedly solve
discretized systems of differential equations describing the physical phenomena of
interest. When the classical grid-based methods are used, the dimension of the resulting discretized systems can get extremely large in order to give highly accurate
approximations. This is because each basis function (vector) of these grid-based
methods is designed to capture only local dynamics around a few grid points, and not
global characteristics of the system. Hence, performing these simulations can become
computationally intensive or possibly infeasible.
Model order reduction can be used to reduce the computational complexity and

1
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computational time of large-scale dynamical systems by approximations of much lower
dimension that can produce nearly the same input/output response characteristics.
This thesis proposes a method concerned with dimension reduction for high dimensional nonlinear ordinary differential equations (ODEs), which will be referred to as
full-order systems. Although there are numerous important large-scale applications,

such as circuit simulation and structural analysis, which are directly described by
large systems of ODEs, systems of ODEs arising from discretization of partial differential equations (PDEs) will be primary examples in this thesis. Dimension reduction
of discretized time dependent and/or parametrized nonlinear PDEs is of great value
in reducing computational times in many applications, including the neuron modeling
and two-phase miscible flows in porous media presented here as illustrations.
A common model reduction approach [4] is based on applying the Galerkin projection onto a low dimensional subspace, which is expected to contain dominant characteristics of the corresponding solution space. This subspace can be represented by
a set of reduced basis functions (vectors) with global support which are "learned" ;
they are constructed from high fidelity classical discretization schemes, such as finite
difference (FD), finite volume (FV) 1 , or finite element (FE) methods. These reduced
basis functions are hence problem dependent. Fine scale detail is encoded in these
global basis functions and this makes it possible to obtain good approximation with
1 In

the context of FD or FV methods, although there is no explicit notion of using basis functions,

it can be thought of as using the standard basis vectors in IRn to span the solution at all grid points.
Also, FD methods can be thought of as local interpolation polynomials.

3
relatively few basis functions.
Among the various techniques for obtaining a reduced basis, this thesis will focus
upon the POD approach. This method constructs a reduced basis from many samples
of the trajectories called snapshots. The reduced basis from POD is optimal in the
sense that a certain approximation error concerning the snapshots is minimized. Thus,
the space spanned by the basis from POD often gives an excellent low-dimensional
approximation and it therefore has been used extensively in various applications. The
POD approach will be used here as a starting point.
However, since the full-order systems of interest are nonlinear, the method of
Galer kin projection with any type of reduced basis with global support, including the
ones from POD, reduces dimension in the sense that far fewer variables are present,
but the complexity of evaluating the nonlinear term generally remains that of the
original problem, as explained with more detail in the next chapter. As a result, the
computational complexity of the system is not truly reduced.
This thesis introduces a Discrete Empirical Interpolation Method (DEIM) to overcome this complexity issue. In particular, the DEIM is based upon replacing the
orthogonal projection of POD with an oblique interpolatory projector. Evaluating
the DEIM approximate nonlinear term does not require a prolongation of the reduced state variables back to the original high dimensional state approximation as
in the POD-Galerkin approximation. Hence, DEIM improves the efficiency of the
POD approximation and achieves a complexity reduction of the nonlinear term with

4

a complexity proportional to the number of reduced variables. An error bound for
the DEIM approximation of a nonlinear vector-valued function is derived in this thesis. An analysis of DEIM is provided and shows that DEIM gives an approximation
that is nearly as accurate as orthogonal projection but at greatly reduced cost. This
analysis is then further used to develop a state-space error estimate for a reducedorder system constructed from POD-Galerkin approach with DEIM approximation.
The derivation of this state-space error bound is based on an error estimate for the
POD-Galerkin method given in [94], which shall be discussed in the next section
along with other existing techniques for analyzing the accuracy and stability of the
POD-Galerkin approach.
Throughout this thesis, a reduced-order system obtained directly from the PODGalerkin projection will be referred to as the POD reduced system and the one obtained from the POD-Galerkin approach with the DEIM approximation will be referred to as the POD-DEIM reduced system. The 2-norm in the Euclidean space
will be considered and denoted by

I · II·

The following gives an overview of the ex-

isting work on projection-based model reduction using the reduced basis approach,
particularly from POD, as well as the existing nonlinear model reduction techniques.

5

1.2
1.2.1

Existing Techniques
Techniques for Constructing Reduced Basis

A primary motivation for constructing a reduced basis comes from an observation that
the solution space is often embedded in a manifold that has much lower dimension
than the dimension of the ODE system derived through classical spatial discretization
with a FE, FV, or FD approach. A reduced basis is often empirically derived through
samples of trajectories and hence is generally problem dependent. That is, a set of
selected solutions of the original full-order system is generally required for reducedbasis methods. The earliest examples of reduced-basis approaches are found in the
applications of nonlinear structural analysis [64] and in the context of fluid flow
simulations e.g. [66], [46]. The reduced bases used in these works include Lagrange,
Taylor, and Hermite bases, which essentially consist of the state solution vectors
and their derivatives. These state solutions are often called snapshots. Specifically,

a set of snapshots consists of discrete samples of trajectories (e.g. state variables at
certain time instances) associated with a particular set of inputs, initial and boundary
conditions.
A number of recent model reduction approaches in the FE context are based on
a Reduced-Basis (RB) approximation framework, where the basis is a set of solution
snapshots specially selected with a greedy selection process [69, 54, 55, 93, 39, 63].
This framework possesses rigorous a posteriori error estimation procedures.

6

Alternatively, instead of directly using solution snapshots to form a reduced basis, POD can be applied to a set of snapshots to generate an orthonormal reduced
basis that is optimal in the sense that a certain approximation error concerning the
snapshots is minimized.

Existing Work on POD
POD has been successfully used with a Galerkin projection to provide reduced-order
models in numerous applications such as compressible flow [78], computational fluid
dynamics [50, 77], aerodynamics [14], and optimal control [48].
Many extensions and modifications of POD are proposed to improve the efficiency
and accuracy for particular applications of interest. In [96], Willcox and Peraire proposed a technique which combines POD with the concept of balanced truncation to
efficiently construct accurate reduced models for input-output systems in the application of control design. In [95], Willcox applied the Gappy POD technique proposed
in [31] for handling incomplete ("gappy") data sets to reconstruct unsteady flow from
limited available flow measurement data and to determine optimal sensor placement
locations. Eftang, Knezevic and Patera proposed an extension of POD to the RB approximation framework in [30] by combining POD with a greedy sampling procedure
in parameter space for parametrized parabolic PDEs. In the application of aeronautics where the solutions are sensitive to the changes in parameters, a sophisticated
procedure based on "interpolation" on the tangent space of the Grassmann manifold

7
is proposed by Amsallem and Farhat [2, 1] for efficiently constructing an accurate
and robust POD reduced system with respect to parameter variations.
The choice of the snapshot ensemble is a crucial factor in constructing a POD
basis, and this choice can greatly affect the approximation of the original space of
solutions. However, this issue shall not be discussed further in this thesis. The following discussions briefly review some recent techniques concerning snapshot selection.
Most of them are developed specifically only for certain applications. Kunisch and
Volkwein [51] suggested a way to avoid the dependence on the choice of the snapshots
in optimal control applications. A model-constrained adaptive sampling is proposed
in [15] for selecting the snapshots for large-scale systems with high-dimensional parametric input spaces. In the optimization application of static systems, Carlberg and
Farhat [18] proposed a goal-oriented framework, so-called compact POD, using snapshots from state vectors and their sensitivity derivatives with respect to system input
parameters.

Error Estimate and Stability Analysis for POD-Galerkin reduced system
Analyses of stability and accuracy of POD appear in several recent works. Han and
Park [65] has shown that POD is robust to noise and can be used in conjunction with
empirical data, which is typically characterized by noise. Prajna [68] provided the
condition that guarantees preservation of stability and proposed a stability-preserving
POD model reduction scheme. In [58], the authors applied the dual-weighted-residual

8
method, which uses the solution of a dual or adjoint system to obtain an error estimate for the solutions from POD reduced models of nonlinear systems. In [70],
the error bounds of solutions from a POD reduced system were derived and the effects of small perturbations on the set of snapshots used for constructing the POD
basis were studied. Subsequent work [44] proposed an alternative error estimation
based on an adjoint method combined with the method of small sample statistical
condition estimation. It also analyzed further the effect of perturbations in both the
initial conditions and parameters on the resulting POD reduced system. However, the
analysis in [44] is based on linearization, and hence, large perturbations may require
some knowledge of the solution of the perturbed system. Some related works on error
estimations such as in [88, 32, 58, 43] can be found in the extensive review from [44].
In [49, 50], Kunish and Volkwein derive error estimates for a POD reduced system
for a class of nonlinear parabolic PDEs. Their analyses were done in a functionspace setting, where the snapshots and the POD basis are in general Hilbert space.
Kunish and Volkwein also considered a snapshot set that included finite difference
quotients of the snapshots in response to their theoretical error bounds derived for the
state solutions from the POD-Galerkin reduced system. The approximation errors
were expressed as the contributions from the POD subspace approximation error and
from time discretization error. The theoretical results in [50] provide asymptotic
error estimates that do not depend on the snapshot set and demonstrate the effect
of two different time discretizations used to produce the set of snapshots and for
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the numerical integration of the reduced system. Nonlinear problems with Lipschitz
continuous nonlinearities are considered in [49] and extended to the Navier-Stokes
equations in [50]. Similar approaches for deriving the error estimates in the function
space setting from [49, 50] were later applied within a finite dimensional Euclidean
space setting in [94].
While the POD-Galerkin method and its extensions discussed above have been
quite successful in substantially reducing the number of state variables, they typically fail to reduce the computational complexity involved with evaluating nonlinear
terms. Unless there is a special structure, such as a bi-linear form, the evaluation
of nonlinear terms has the same complexity as the full order system. Clearly, constructing reduced dimension approximations to the nonlinear terms that actually have
complexity proportional to the number of reduced variables is of the highest priority.
Several approaches have been proposed to address this fundamental issue.

1.2.2

Techniques for Nonlinearities

In the FE context, this inefficiency of the POD-Galerkin approach arises from the
high computational complexity in repeatedly calculating the inner products required
to evaluate the weak form of the nonlinearities, as discussed in [11, 38, 62]. In particular, in [62], Nguyen and Peraire discuss the limitations of such approaches and give
a number of examples of equations involving non-polynomial nonlinearities. Specifically, they study linear elliptic equations with non-affine parameter dependence, non-

10
linear elliptic equations and non-linear time dependent convection-diffusion equations.
They demonstrate for these examples that the standard POD-Galerkin approach does
not admit the sort of pre-computation that is possible with polynomial nonlinearities. They propose a reduced basis approach with a best-points interpolation method
(BPIM, see [61]) to selecting interpolation points.
Many nonlinear model reduction techniques have been proposed in the context
of FD and FV discretizations, as well as differential-algebraic equations (e.g.

in

circuit simulation). Missing Point Estimation (MPE) was originally proposed by
Astrid [6] to improve the complexity of the POD-Galerkin reduced system from FV
discretization, essentially, by solving only a subset of equations of the original model.
A reduced system is obtained by first extracting certain equations corresponding to
specially chosen spatial grid points and then projecting the extracted system onto the
space spanned by the restricted POD with components/rows corresponding to only
these selected grid points. This procedure can be viewed as performing the Galerkin
projection onto the truncated POD basis via a specially constructed inner product
as defined in [9] that evaluates only at selected grid points instead of computing the
usual £,2 inner product. Two heuristic methods for selecting these spatial grid points
are introduced in the thesis [6] (also in subsequent publications, e.g [5, 8, 7]) by aiming
to minimize aliasing effects in using only partial spatial points. This was shown to be
equivalent to a criterion for preserving the orthogonality of the restricted POD basis
vectors, which is further translated into a criterion for controlling condition number

11

growth. These grid point selection procedures were later improved by incorporating a
greedy algorithm from [95]. The applications of the MPE method are primarily in the
context of a linear time varying system arising from FV discretization of a nonlinear
computational fluid dynamic model for a glass melting furnace [6, 5, 8, 7]. It has also
been used in modeling heat transfer in electrical circuits [89] and in subsurface flow
simulation [17].
Alternatively, techniques for approximating a nonlinear function can be used
in conjunction with the POD-Galerkin projection method to overcome this computational inefficiency. There are a number of examples that use model reduction
approaches with nonlinear approximation based on pre-computation of coefficients
defining multi-linear forms of polynomial nonlinearities followed by POD-Galerkin
projection [20, 21, 67, 10, 28, 16]. One of these approaches is found in the trajectory
piecewise-linear (TPWL) approximation proposed by Rewienski and White [74, 73],
which is based on approximating a nonlinear function by a weighted sum of linearized
models at selected points along a state trajectory. These linearization points are selected using prior knowledge from a training trajectory (or its approximation) of the
full-order nonlinear system [72]. The TPWL approach was successfully applied to several practical nonlinear systems, especially in circuit simulations [71, 72, 73, 89, 12].
However, there are still many nonlinear functions that may not be approximated well
by using low degree piecewise polynomials unless there are very many constituent
polynomials.
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More recently, Galbally et al. [33] applied the techniques of gappy POD, ElM, and
BPIM to develop an approach to uncertainty quantification in a nonlinear combustion problem governed by an advection-diffusion-reaction PDE. The nonlinear term
involved an exponential nonlinearity of Arrhenius type. In [33], there is a detailed
explanation of why POD-Galerkin does not reduce the complexity of evaluating the
nonlinear term. They also developed a masked projection framework that is very
similar to the projection methodology developed in this thesis. Their work illustrates
the similarity of the gappy POD, ElM and BPIM approaches.

Comparison of DEIM to Related Techniques
The DEIM approach proposed in this thesis approximates a nonlinear function by
combining projection with interpolation. DEIM constructs specially selected interpolation indices that specify an interpolation based projection to provide a nearly £ 2
optimal subspace approximation to the nonlinear term without the expense of orthogonal projection. This approach is a discrete variant of the Empirical Interpolation
Method (ElM) introduced by Barrault, Maday, Nguyen and Patera [11], which was
originally posed in an empirically derived finite dimensional function space in the FE
context. This DEIM variant was initially developed in order to apply to arbitrary
systems of ODEs regardless of their origin, including the ones arising from FD and FV
methods as well as the ODE system of coefficients derived from FE discretization.
The ElM approximation [11] was initially proposed to be used with the Reduced-
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Basis(RB) framework [39], whose basis functions would be the snapshots selected by

an adaptive greedy selection process. In [11], this RB basis is used as an input to
the ElM procedure for selecting the spatial interpolation points and each of these
input basis functions will get transformed during this procedure. It can be shown
that a mathematically equivalent approximation can be obtained without this transformation of the input basis [19]. In this thesis, the DEIM procedure for selecting
the interpolation indices will instead use a POD basis as an input (although any type
of basis would be valid) and will not transform the input basis as done in the ElM
procedure.
The proposed DEIM approach is closely related to MPE in the sense that both
methods employ a small selected set of spatial grid points to avoid computing the
expensive .C2 inner products at every time step that are required to evaluate the nonlinearities. However, the fundamental procedures for constructing a reduced system
and the algorithms for selecting a set of spatial grid points are different. While MPE
focuses on reducing the number of equations and using a restricted inner product on
the POD basis vectors, DEIM focuses on approximating each nonlinear function, so
that a certain coefficient matrix can be precomputed and, as a result, the complexity
in evaluating the nonlinear term becomes proportional to the small number of selected
spatial indices. Hence, the reduced system from the MPE procedure considers only
a POD basis for the state variables, but the one from the DEIM procedure considers
both a POD basis for the state variables and a POD basis related to each nonlin-
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ear term. The POD-DEIM approach is also closely related to the approach called
interpolation of function snapshots suggested in [89] as an alternative to MPE for
constructing a reduced system for a nonlinear circuit model. The main steps of both
approaches are the same. The nonlinear approximation is computed by using some
selected spatial points, and then Galerkin projection is applied to the system. However, a key difference is that in [89] the basis matrices used for spanning the unknowns
(state variables) and the nonlinear function in the reduced system are obtained from
a least-squares solution of the snapshot matrices in such a way that the unknown
coefficients of the resulting reduced system still have the original interpretations of
state variables instead of using basis matrices from SVD truncation as done here in
the POD-DEIM approach. No concrete algorithm was proposed in [89] for selecting
indices (besides the ones used in MPE). However, it was suggested in [89] to select
them to minimize an upper bound of the approximation error which is an idea similar
to the one leading to our error bound for DEIM approximation (see (2.22) and (2.23)
in §2.2.2).

1.3

Thesis Outline and Scope

This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the problem formulation is given,
with a brief background of POD and a review on model reduction via the PODGalerkin approach. Then the DEIM approximation, which is the main focus of this
thesis, is introduced along with its application for constructing POD-DEIM reduced
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systems for nonlinear ODEs. The computational issue of the POD-Galerkin approach
and the complexity reduction from applying DEIM are also discussed. Chapter 3
derives a state-space error estimate for POD-DEIM reduced systems introduced in
Chapter 2. This derivation is particulary relevant to the nonlinear ODE systems
arising from spatial discretizations of parabolic PDEs. Numerical examples are illustrated in Chapter 4 for a 1-D nonlinear PDE arising in neuron modeling and a
nonlinear 2-D steady state problem. The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate
how to apply the POD-DEIM model reduction technique to some simple nonlinear
problems. A more complex numerical application of the POD-DEIM approach is presented in Chapter 5 through the simulation of nonlinear miscible viscous fingering in a
2-D porous medium. The result in this chapter shows a substantial reduction in computational time of the POD-DEIM reduced system, e.g. by a factor of 0(1000), while
the accuracy is still retained. The failure of the POD-Galerkin approach to reduce
the complexity of nonlinear terms is demonstrated in both Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Finally, the conclusions and possible extensions of this thesis are discussed in
Chapter 6.

Chapter 2
Nonlinear Model Reduction via
Discrete Empirical Interpolations
This chapter presents a model reduction technique for nonlinear ordinary differential equations (ODEs). The problem formulation is first given in §2.1. Dimension
reduction via Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) with Galerkin projection is
reviewed in §2.1.1 followed by a discussion of its fundamental complexity issue in
§2.1.2. The Discrete Empirical Interpolation Method (DEIM) is then introduced in
§2.2. The key to complexity reduction is to replace orthogonal projection of POD
with the interpolation projection of DEIM. An algorithm for selecting the interpolation indices used in the DEIM approximation is presented in §2.2.1. Section 2.2.2
provides an error bound on this interpolatory approximation, indicating that it is
nearly as good as orthogonal projection. The validity of this error bound and the
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high quality of the DEIM approximations is illustrated in § 2.2.3 through numerical
examples of nonlinear vector-valued functions. Section 2.2.4 explains how to apply
the DEIM approximation to nonlinear terms in POD-Galerkin reduced models of FD
discretized systems, and then the extension to general nonlinear ODEs will be given
in §2.2.5. Finally, the computational complexity will be discussed in §2.2.6.

2.1

Problem Formulation

Although this chapter develops a method for reducing the dimension of general large
scale ODE systems regardless of their origin, a considerable source of such systems is
the semi-discretization of time dependent or parameter dependent PDEs. In this case,
the nonlinearities in the resulting ODEs from the discretization are often in the form
of componentwise-evaluation functions, which will be assumed here. Section 2.2.5 will
illustrate how to handle general nonlinearities. This method will be developed here
in the context of finite difference (FD) discretized systems arising from two types of
nonlinear PDEs, which are used for our numerical computations in Chapters 4 and 5.
One is time dependent and the other is a parametrized steady state problem. We have
considered these two types separately in order to simplify the exposition; however,
the two may be merged to address time dependent parametrized systems.
A FD discretization of a scalar nonlinear PDE in one spatial variable results in a
system of nonlinear 0 DEs of the form

Ay(t)

+ F(y(t)),

(2.1)
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where t E [0, T) denotes time, y(t) = [y 1 (t), ... , Yn(t)JT E ~n is a vector of state
variables with initial condition y(O) = y 0 E

~n,

A E

~nxn

is a constant ma-

trix, and F is a nonlinear function evaluated at y(t) componentwise, i.e., F =
[F(y 1 (t)), ... , F(yn(t))JT, with a scalar-valued function F :I~--+~ for I C ~- The
matrix A is the discrete approximation of the linear spatial differential operator and
F is a nonlinear function of a scalar variable.

Steady nonlinear PDEs (in several spatial dimensions) might give rise similarly to
a corresponding FD discretized system of the form
Ay(p,) + F(y(p,)) = 0,

(2.2)

with the corresponding Jacobian
J(y(p,)) :=A+ JF(y(p,)),

(2.3)

where y(p,) = [y 1 (p,), ... , Yn(JJ-)]T E ~n; A and F are defined as for (2.1). Note that
from (2.3), the Jacobian of the nonlinear function is a diagonal matrix given by
JF(y(p,)) = diag{F'(yl(p,)), ... , F'(Yn(p,))} E ~nxn,

(2.4)

where F' denotes the first derivative of F. The parameter p, E ~ C ~d, d = 1, 2, ... ,
generally represents the system's configuration in terms of its geometry, material
properties, etc.
The dimension n of (2.1) and (2.2) reflects the number of spatial grid points used
in the FD discretization. As noted, the dimension n can become extremely large
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when high accuracy is required. This can lead to substantial increases in storage and
computational requirements to solve these systems. Approximate models with much
smaller dimensions are needed to recover the efficiency.
Projection-based techniques are commonly used for constructing a reduced-order
system. They construct a reduced-order system of order k

<<

n that approximates

the original system from a subspace spanned by a reduced basis of dimension k in JRn.
Galerkin projection is used here as the means for dimension reduction. In particular,
let V E ~nxk be a matrix whose orthonormal columns are the vectors in the reduced
basis. Then by replacing y(t) in (2.1) by Vy(t), y(t) E ~k and projecting the system
(2.1) onto V, the reduced system of (2.1) is of the form

yr AVy(t)
ddt y(t) = '-v-""

+ VTF(Vy(t)).

(2.5)

A

Similarly, the reduced-order system of (2.2) is of the form
~Y(J-t)
A

+ vrF(Vy(J-t)) =

0,

(2.6)

:=A+ vrJF(Vy(J-t))V,

(2.7)

with corresponding Jacobian

J(y(J-t))
where

A= vr AVE ~kxk.

The choice of the reduced basis clearly affects the quality

of the approximation. The techniques for constructing a set of reduced basis use a
common observation that, for a particular system, the solution space is often attracted
to a low dimensional manifold. POD constructs a set of global basis functions from
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the singular value decomposition (SVD) of snapshots, which are discrete samples of
trajectories y( ·) associated with a particular set of boundary conditions, parameter
values and inputs. It is expected that the samples will be on or near the attractive
manifold. Once the reduced model has been constructed from this reduced basis,
it may be used to obtain approximate solutions for a variety of initial conditions
and parameter settings, provided the set of samples is rich enough. This empirically
derived basis is clearly dependent on the sampling procedure.
Among the various techniques for obtaining a reduced basis, POD constructs areduced basis that is optimal in the sense that a certain approximation error concerning
the snapshots is minimized. Thus, the space spanned by the basis from POD often
gives an excellent low dimensional approximation. The POD approach is therefore
used here as a starting point.

2.1.1

Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD)

Consider a set of snapshots {y 1 , ... , Yn.} C
trix Y = [y 1 , ... , Yn.] E

ffi.nxn..

ffi.n

and the corresponding snapshot ma-

POD constructs an orthonormal basis that can

represent dominant characteristics of the space of expected solutions, which is defined as Range{Y}, the span of the snapshots.
set of orthonormal basis vectors {vi}f= 1 C
V

= [v 1, ... , vk]

ffi.n

Let r

= rank{Y}. Consider a

and the corresponding basis matrix

E ffi.nxk, fork< r. An approximation of a snapshot Yj in Range{V}

is of the form Vyj for some coefficient vector

Yj

E ffi.k. Applying the Galer kin or-
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thogonality condition of the residual Yj- Vyj to Range{V} gives vr(Yj- Vyj) = 0,
which implies Yj

=

yTYj· That is, the approximation becomes Yj ~ vvryj. POD

provides an optimal orthonormal basis {vi}f=I C

lRn

minimizing the sum of squared

errors associated with these approximations for the snapshots. In particular, the POD
basis matrix V

= [vi, ... , vk]

E lRnxk solves the minimization problem:

(2.8)

s.t.

where Ik E

JRkxk

is an identity matrix. More details on POD can be found in, e.g.,

[50, 70]. Notice that, for yry = Ik and Frobenius norm II· IIF,
ns

L

min
IIYj- vvryjll 2 = min IIY- VVTYII} =
min IIY- Ykll}.
rank{V}=k .
rank{V}=k
rank{Yk}=k
J=I
The minimization problem (2.8) is therefore equivalent to the problem of low-rank
approximation, which is well-known to be solved by the SVD of Y. Hence, POD is
essentially the same as a truncated SVD in the Euclidean space setting, which will
be considered in this thesis. Specifically, a POD basis of dimension k for (2.8) is just
a set of left singular vectors corresponding to the first k dominant singular values
of the snapshot matrix Y. The minimum sum of squared errors in the 2-norm from
approximating the snapshots using the POD basis is given by
n8

2::: IIYj-

r

vvryjll 2

j=I

fork< r, where V = [vi, ... , vk] E

2::: CJ;,

=

(2.9)

i=k+I
lRnxk;

VI, v 2 , .•. , Vr E

corresponding to the nonzero singular values CJI

~

CJ2

:!Rn

are the singular vectors

~ .•. ~ C!r

> 0 of Y. In the
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large scale setting, the dominant singular values and vectors of Y can be efficiently
computed by using

MATLAB

routine svds

(or ARPACK). If n:::; n 8 , one only need

compute matrix-vector products of the form w

= Y(YTv), while if n > n it is
8 ,

usually more efficient to compute the dominant singular values and vectors of yr
which will only require matrix-vector products of the form w = YT(Yv).
The choice of the snapshot ensemble is a crucial factor in constructing a POD basis.
This choice can greatly affect the approximation of the original solution space, but it is
a separate issue and will not be discussed here. POD works well in many applications
and often provides an excellent reduced basis. However, as discussed next, when POD
is used in conjunction with the Galerkin projection, effective dimension reduction is
usually limited to the linear terms or low order polynomial nonlinearities. Systems
with general nonlinearities need additional treatment, which will be presented in §2.2.

2.1.2

Complexity Issue of the POD-Galerkin Approach

This section illustrates the computational inefficiency that occurs in solving the
reduced-order system that is directly obtained from the POD-Galerkin approach.
Equation (2.5) has the nonlinear term

N(y)

F(Vy(t)).
...__,.., _______..,

:= yT

kxn

(2.10)

nxl

N(y) has a computational complexity that depends on n, the dimension of the original full-order system (2.1). It requires on the order of 2nk Flops for matrix-vector
multiplications and it also requires a full evaluation of the nonlinear function F at the
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n-dimensional vector Vy(t). In particular, suppose the complexity for evaluating the
nonlinear function F with q components is O(a(q)), where a is some function of q.
Then the complexity of the nonlinear term F (y (t)) in the original system is 0 (n) and
the complexity for computing (2.10) is roughly O(a(n)

+ 4nk).

As a result, solving

this system might still be as costly as solving the original system. Here, the 4nk flops
are a result of the two matrix-vector products required to form the argument ofF
and then to form the projection. We count both the multiplications and additions as
flops.
The same inefficiency occurs when solving the reduced-order system (2.6) for the
steady nonlinear PDEs by Newton iteration. At each iteration, besides the nonlinear
term of the form (2.10), the Jacobian of the nonlinear term (2.7) must also be computed with a computational cost that still depends on the full-order dimension n. I.e.
from (2.7),

(2.11)
has computational complexity roughly O(a(n)

+ 2n 2 k + 2nk 2 + 2nk)

as dense. The 2n2 k term becomes O(nk) if JF is sparse or diagonal.

if we treat JF
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2.2

Discrete Empirical Interpolation Method (DEIM)

An effective way to overcome the difficulty described in §2.1.2 is to approximate the
nonlinear function in (2.5) or (2.6) by projecting it onto a subspace that approximates
the space generated by the nonlinear function and that is spanned by a basis of
dimension m

<<

n. This section considers the nonlinear functions F(Vy(t)) and

F(Vy(p,)) of the reduced-order systems (2.5) and (2.6), respectively, represented by
f(T), where

T

=tor p,. The approximation from projecting f(T) onto the subspace

spanned by the basis { U1, ..• , um} C JR.n is of the form
(2.12)
where U = [u 1 , ... , um] E JRnxm and c(T) is the corresponding coefficient vector. The
vector c(T) can be determined by selecting m distinguished rows from the overdetermined system f(T) = Uc(T). In particular, consider a matrix
(2.13)
where

ePi

= [0, ... '0, 1, 0, ... 'o]T E

]Rn

is the Pi-th column of the identity matrix

In E JR.nxn, for i = 1, ... , m. Suppose pTU is nonsingular. Then the coefficient
vector c(T) can be determined uniquely from
(2.14)
and the final approximation from (2.12) becomes
(2.15)
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Note that pre-multiplying a matrix by pT is equivalent to extracting the rows PI, ... , Pm
of that matrix, e.g.

in MATLAB notation pru =

U(p, :)

E Rmxm with

p

=

[Pb ... , Pm]T E Rm, and therefore P should not be constructed explicitly in the
actual computation. To obtain the approximation (2.15), we must specify
1. the projection basis {ui, ... , Urn};
2. the interpolation indices {pi, ... , Pm} used in (2.13).
The projection basis {ui, ... , um} for the nonlinear function f is constructed by applying the POD on the nonlinear snapshots obtained from the original full-order system.
These nonlinear snapshots are the sets {F(y(ti)), ... , F(y(tnJ)} and

{F(y(JLI)), ... , F(y(JLnJ)} obtained from (2.10) and (2.11), respectively. Note, these
values are needed to generate the trajectory snapshots in Y and hence represent no
additional cost other than the SVD required to obtain U.
The interpolation indices PI, ... , Pm, used for determining the coefficient vector

c(r) in the approximation (2.12), are selected inductively from the basis {ui, ... , um}
by the DEIM algorithm introduced in the next section.

2.2.1

DEIM: Algorithm for Interpolation Indices

DEIM is a discrete variant of the Empirical Interpolation Method (ElM) proposed
by Barrault, Maday, Nguyen and Patera in [11) for constructing an approximation
of a non-affine parametrized function with spatial variable defined in a continuous
bounded domain 0. The continuous domain 0 will be treated here as a finite set
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of discrete points in

n.

The DEIM algorithm selects an index corresponding to one

of these discrete spatial points at each iteration to limit growth of an error bound.
This provides a derivation of a global error bound as presented in §2.2.2. For general
systems of nonlinear ODEs that are not FD approximations to PDEs, this spatial
connotation of indices will no longer exist. However, the formal procedure remains
unchanged.
Algorithm 1: DEIM
INPUT

1

[I PI,

: {ui}~ 1 C Rn linearly independent

PI] = max{ lull}

a for f

f-

2 to m do

4

Solve (PTU)c = pT ui

5

r=Ui-Uc

a

[IPI

7

U <--- [U u,], P <--- [P e 0 ,], p' <--- [ :. ]

;

Pi]= max{lrl}

send

The notation max in Algorithm 1 is the same as the function max in MATLAB.
Thus, [lpl, Pi] = max{lrl} implies

IPI

= lrPtl = maxi=l, ... ,n{lril}, with the smallest

index taken in case of a tie. Note that, define p :=

rPt

in each iteration f = 1, ... , m.
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From Algorithm 1, the DEIM procedure constructs a set of indices inductively
on the input basis. The order of the input basis {u£}~ 1 according to the dominant
singular values is important and an error analysis indicates that the POD basis is a
suitable choice for this algorithm. The process starts by selecting the first interpolation index p 1 E {1, ... , n} corresponding to the entry of the first input basis u 1
with largest magnitude. The remaining interpolation indices, Pi for f.= 2, ... , m, are
selected so that each of them corresponds to the entry with the largest magnitude
of the residual r =

Ut -

U c from line 5 of Algorithm 1. The term r can be viewed

as the residual or the error between the input basis vector

Ut

Uc from interpolating the basis {u 1, ... , Ut-d at the indices
Algorithm 1. Hence,

rPi

and its approximation
Pb ... , Pt-1

in line 4 of

= 0 fori = 1, ... , f.- 1. However, the linear independence

of the input basis {u£}~ 1 guarantees that, in each iteration, r is a nonzero vector
and hence p

=

r Pt is also nonzero. Lemma 2.2.3 will demonstrate that p

#-

0 at

each step implies that pTu is always nonsingular and hence the DEIM procedure is
well-defined. This also implies that the interpolation indices

{pi}~ 1

are hierarchical

and non-repeated.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the selection procedure in Algorithm 1 for DEIM interpolation indices. To summarize, the DEIM approximation is given formally as follows.

Definition 2.2.1 Let f: ~

t--t

Rn be a nonlinear vector-valued function with~~ JRd,

for some positive integer d. Let {u£}~ 1 C Rn be a linearly independent set, for
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the selection process of indices in Algorithm 1 for the DEIM approximation. The input basis vectors are the first 6 eigenvectors of the discret e La placian . From t he
plots , u

=

u g, Uc and r

=

u g- Uc are defined as in iteration

R of Algorithm 1.
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m E {1, ... , n}. ForT E ~' the DEIM approximation of order m for f(T) in the
space spanned by {Ut}~ 1 is given by
(2.16)

where

u=

[ul, ... 'Um] E

JRnXm

and p

= [es;n' ... 'ePml

E JRnXm with {t-Jt, ... 'Pm}

being the output from Algorithm 1 with the input basis {ui}f:!: 1 .
Note that the matrix U used in the DEIM approximation (2.2.1) is not required to
have orthonormal columns and also that IP = IP2 and IP E
onto Span{U}. Clearly,

f

original function f, since

Rnxn

is an oblique projector

in (2.16) is indeed an interpolation approximation for the

f

is exact at the interpolation as verified with the simple

calculation:

The DEIM approximation is uniquely determined by the projection basis { ui}f:!: 1 .
This basis not only specifies the projection subspace used in the approximation, but
also determines the interpolation indices used for computing the coefficient of the
approximation. Hence, the choice of projection basis can greatly affect the accuracy
of the approximation in (2.16), as shown also in the error bound of the DEIM approximation (2.22) in the next section. As noted, POD introduced in §2.1.1 is an
effective method for constructing this projection basis, since it provides an optimal
global basis that captures the dynamics of the space generated from snapshots of the
nonlinear function.
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The selection of the interpolation points is basis dependent. However, once the
set of DEIM interpolation indices

{p£}~ 1

is determined from

{ui}~ 1 ,

the DEIM

approximation is independent of the choice of basis spanning the space Range(U). In
particular, let {q£}~ 1 be any basis for Range(U). Then
(2.17)
where Q

= [q1 , ... , qm]

E JR.nxm. To verify (2.17), note that Range(U)

= Range(Q)

so that U = QR for some nonsingular matrix R E JR.mxm. This substitution gives

The DEIM index selection procedure in Algorithm 1 can break down only in Step 4
when pTu is not invertible. It can be shown by induction that this will not be the
case (i.e. pTu is non-singular for all iterations) as long as the input vectors {U£}~ 1
are linearly independent. Moreover, the inverse of pTu can be obtained recursively
from the iterations in Algorithm 1.
Claim 2.2.2 Let {U£}~ 1 C

JR.n

be a linearly independent set of input vectors to

Algorithm 1 with output indices {p£}~ 1 . Define Mt := PfUt E

with M1 1

JR.ixi

for f = 1, ... , m

= (pfu1 )- 1 and for f = 2, ... , m,
M i-1

-

(2.18)
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_ M-1 pT
_ PeT ue-aT c_
where a T -_ PeTv i-1, ci-1 i-1 ue, an d pPeT( ue- u i-1 M-1
i-1 pT
i-1 ue )

E Rn, which can be obtained directly from Algorithm 1.

and Pe =

ePt

Proof:

At the initial step of Algorithm 1, P1 = ep1 and U1 = u1. Since u1 is

nonzero, M 1 = PfU 1 = e~1 u 1 =f 0 and M1 1 = 1/e~1 u 1 . To simplify notation, for
£ = 2, ... , m, let

M

:= Me_ 1 =

f>TD and M

:= Me = pTu where

(2.19)

For £ = 2, M = M 1 = e~1 u 1 is invertible, as shown earlier. As an induction hypothesis, assume M =

f>TV is invertible for each iteration £ ;::: 2. Then, it can be

:::~~hat [M;d ~::t]ep:~::i:: :a:o::: ::::i~~: follows.

First note

pTU pTu

M = [

IPI

p~U

::: ] - [

~

(2.20)

: ] [: : ]

= llrlloo where r is defined at Step 5 of Algorithm 1. Since u = ue is not in the

span of {u 1 , ... , ue_I}, i.e. u
which implies p = rPt

=f 0.

=f Vc

for any

c

E Ri-I, then r is a nonzero vector,

Now, from (2.20), the inverse of Misgiven by

(2.21)
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as given in (2.18), which is well-defined since p

=I

0 and M is invertible by the

0

inductive hypothesis.

It will be shown next that the norm of M£ 1 = (PfUt)- 1 from (2.18), for f.= 1, ... , m,
can be used to derive an error bound for the DEIM approximation.

2.2.2

Error Bound for DEIM

This section provides an error bound in the 2-norm for the DEIM approximation for
a nonlinear vector-valued function. This derivation of the error bound provides motivation for the DEIM selection process in Algorithm 1 in terms of recursively limiting
the local growth of a certain magnification factor of the best 2-norm approximation
error. As before,

II · II

will denote 2-norm. This error bound is given formally as

follows.
Lemma 2.2.3 Let f E lRn be an arbitrary vector.

Let {u£}~ 1 C Rn be a given

orthonormal set of vectors. From Definition 2.2.1, the DEIM approximation of order

m:::; n for fin the space spanned by

{u£}~ 1 is f = IP f, where IP = U(Pru)- 1Pr,

U = [u1, ... , Um] E lRnxm, P = [ega 11 ••• , ePmJ E lRnxm, and {Pb ... , Pm} being the

output from Algorithm 1 with the input basis {ui}~ 1 . Then,

f-

f

=

(I- IP)w

and

llf- fll :::; Cm te'.(f),

(2.22)

where w :=(I- uur)f,
(2.23)
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c&"*(f) is the error of the best 2-norm approximation for f from the space Range(U)
and the constant Cm is bounded by

(2.24)

Proof:

Consider the DEIM approximation

f

given by (2.15). We wish to deter-

mine a bound for the error !If- fll in terms of the optimal 2-norm (least-squares)
approximation for f from Range(U). This best approximation is given by
(2.25)
which minimizes the error llf- fll over Range(U). Consider
(2.26)
where w

=

f- f* = (I- uur)f. From (2.26) and JP'f* = f*,

f

=

lP'f

=

JP'(w + f*)

Equations (2.26) and (2.27) imply f-

=

JP'w + JP'f*

=

JP'w + f*.

(2.27)

f = (I -JP')w and

llf- fll = II (I -JP')wll ::::; III -lP'IIIIwll.

(2.28)

Note that

The first equality in (2.29) follows from the fact that III -JP'II = lllP'II, for any projector

lP' =/= 0 or I (see [85]).
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Note that
for

f*

C*(f)

:=

llwll

is the minimum 2-norm error in the least-squares sense

defined in (2.25). From (2.29), the bound for the error in (2.28) becomes
(2.30)

which establishes the error bound (2.22). The magnification factor II(Pru)- 1 11 depends on the DEIM selection of indices p 1 , ... , Pm through the matrix P. It will be
shown that each iteration of the DEIM algorithm aims to select an index to limit
stepwise growth of II(Pru)- 1 11 and hence to limit size of the bound for the error

llf- fll·
The recursive formula for (Pru)- 1 in Claim 2.2.2 will be considered and the
notation defined in (2.19) will be used here. That is, let M
From Claim 2.2.2, at the initial step of Algorithm 1, M

= f>TD and M = pru.

= pru =

e~1 u 1

and hence

that the choice of the first interpolation index p 1 minimizes the matrix norm IIM- 1 11
and hence minimizes the error bound (2.22). Now consider a general step f 2: 2 with
matrices defined in (2.19). When M is written in the form (2.20), from (2.21),

(2.31)

(2.32)

(2.33)
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A bound for the 2-norm of M- 1 is then given by

Now, observe that

[ c] [aT, _ 1]

[U, u] [ _:] [aT, -1]

(2.35)

-1

< !IDe- ullll [aT, -1] I

(2.36)

Substituting this into (2.34) gives

with the last inequality obtained by recursively applying this stepwise bound over the

0

m steps.
Since the DEIM procedure selects the index Pt that maximizes
reciprocal 1 ~ 1 , which controls the increment in the bound of

IPI, it

IIM- 1 11

minimizes the

at iteration £, as

shown in (2.34). Therefore, the selection process for the interpolation index in each
iteration of DEIM (line 6 of Algorithm 1) can be explained in terms of limiting growth
of the error bound of the approximation f. This error bound from Lemma 2.2.3 applies
to any nonlinear vector-valued function f(T) approximated by DEIM. However, the
bound in (2.24) is not useful as an a priori estimate since it is very pessimistic and
grows far more rapidly than the actual observed values of II(PTu)- 1 11· In practice,
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we just compute this norm (the matrix is typically small) and use it to obtain an a
posteriori estimate.

For a given dimension m of the DEIM approximation, the constant C does not depend on f and hence it applies to the approximation f(T) of f(T) from Definition 2.2.1
for any

T

E ~.

However, the best approximation error

is dependent upon f(T) and changes with each new value ofT. This would be quite
expensive to compute, so an easily computable estimate is highly desirable. A reasonable estimate is available with the SVD of the nonlinear snapshot matrix

fi = f(Ti), i = 1, ... 'ns. Let :F = Range(F) and let

0

=

[U, ~

Partition E

F = uiSwr be its SVD,

where

an[d; :p]resents the leading mcolumns of the:rthogonal matrix 0.
=

0

i:

to conform with the partitioning of U. The singular values

are ordered as usual with a 1 2: a 2 2: ... am 2:

am+l

2: · · · 2:

an

2: 0. The diagonal

matrix E has the leading m singular values on its diagonal. The orthogonal matrix

W=

[W, W] is partitioned accordingly. Any vector f E :F may be written in the

form
f =

where g

Fg =

= wrg and g = wrg. Thus

UEg+ UEg,
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For vectors f nearly in F, we have f

= Fg + w with wTFg = 0,

and thus

(2.39)
is a reasonable approximation so long as

llwll is small (llwll2 =

O(um+l) ideally). The

POD approach (and hence the resulting DEIM approach) is most successful when the
trajectories are attracted to a low dimensional subspace (or manifold). Hence, the
vectors f(T) should nearly lie in F and this approximation will then serve for all of
them.
To illustrate the error bound for DEIM approximation, the numerical results will
be presented next for nonlinear parametrized functions defined on 1-D and 2-D discrete spatial points. These experiments show that the approximate error bound using
O"m+l

in place of£* is quite reasonable in practice.

2.2.3

Numerical Examples of the DEIM Error Bound

This section demonstrates the accuracy and efficiency of the approximation from
DEIM as well as its error bound given in §2.2.2. The examples here use the POD
basis in the DEIM approximation.

The POD basis is constructed from a set of

snapshots corresponding to a selected set of elements in

~.

In particular, define

(2.40)

to be a parameter set for constructing a snapshot matrix [f(J.LD, ... , f(J.L~J], which is
used for computing the POD basis {u.d~ 1 for the DEIM approximation.
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To evaluate the accuracy, the DEIM approximation fin (2.16) will be applied to the
function at the parameters in the set
(2.41)
which is different from and larger than the set

~s

used for the snapshots. Then the

average error for DEIM approximation f will be considered over the elements in P),
which is given by
(2.42)
The average POD error in (2.23) for POD approximation f* from (2.25) over the
elements in P) is given by
(2.43)

From Lemma 2.2.3, the average error bound is then given by
(2.44)

with the corresponding approximation using (2.39):
(2.45)
This estimate is purely heuristic. Although there is little hope for validating this
heuristic in general, it does seem to provide a reasonable qualitative estimate of the
expected error, as shown next in the following examples.
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2.2.3.1

A nonlinear parametrized function with spatial points in 1-D

Consider a nonlinear parametrized function

8 :

nX~

1---t

IR defined by

s(x; J-L) = (1- x) cos(37rJ-L(x + l))e-(Hx)~-t,

where x E

n

= [-1, 1] and 1-l E

~

= [1, 1r ]. This nonlinear function is from an

example in [61]. Let x = [x 1 , ... , xnJT E :!Rn, with

n, fori=

1, ... , n, n = 100. Define f:

(2.46)

~ ~---t

Xi

equidistantly spaced points in

Rn by
(2.47)

for 1-l E ~. This example uses 51 snapshots f(J-Lj) to construct POD basis {ui}b. 1
with

J-L~,

••• , J-L~ 1 selected as equally spaced points in [1, 1r]. Figure 2.2 shows the

singular values of these snapshots and the corresponding first 6 POD basis vectors
with the first 6 spatial points selected from the DEIM algorithm using this POD
basis as an input. Figure 2.3 compares the approximate functions from DEIM of
dimension 10 with the original function of dimension 100 at different values of 1-l E

~.

This demonstrates that DEIM gives a good approximation at arbitrary values 1-l E

~.

Figure 2.4 illustrates the average errors defined in (2.42) and (2.43), with the average
error bound and its approximation computed from the right hand side of (2.44) and
(2.45), respectively, with p, 1 , ... , fln E ~selected uniformly over ~and fi = 101.
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DEIM points and POD bases (1-6)

Singular values of 51 Snapshots

-
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Figure 2.2: Singular values and the corresponding first 6 POD basis vectors with DEIM points of
snapshots from (2.4 7) .
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Figure 2.3: The approximate functions from DE IM of dimension 10 compared with the original
functions (2.47) of dimension n

= 100 at

1-L

= 1.17, 1.5, 2.3, 3.1.
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Avg Error and Avg Error Bound (1 D)
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m (Reduced dim)

Figure 2.4: Compare average errors of POD and DEIM approximations for (2.47) with the average
error bounds and their approximations given in (2.44) and (2.45), respectively.

2.2 .3.2

A nonline ar parame trize d function with s patial points in 2-D

Consider a nonlinear parametrized function s : n

s(x, y; p,)

=

X

!!J

~

JR defined by

1

V(X -

fL 1)2

+ (Y -

/-L2) 2 + 0. 12

(2.48)

,

where (x, y) ED= [0.1, 0.9] 2 C JR 2 and p, = (p, 1 , P,2) E !!J = [-1 , -0.01]2 C JR 2 . This
example is modified from the one given in [38]. Let (xi, yj) be uniform grid points in

n, for

i= 1, ... 'nx and j = 1, ... ' ny. Defines: !!J

~ JRn xX ny

by
(2.49)

for p, E !!2 and i = 1, ... , n x, and j = 1, .. . , ny. In this example, the full dimension
is n = n xny = 400 (nx = ny = 20). Note that a corresponding vector-valued function
f : !!J

~ JRn

for this problem can be defined by reshaping the matrix s(p,) to a

vector of length n = nxny. The 225 snapshots constructed from uniformly selected
parameters f.L 5 = (p,f , p,2) in the parameter domain !!J are used for constructing the
POD basis. A different set of 625 pairs of parameters p, are used for testing (error
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and CPU time). Figure 2.5 shows the singular values of these snapshots and the
corresponding first 6 POD basis vectors. Figure 2.6 illustrates the distribution of the
first 20 spatial points selected from the DEIM algorithm using this POD basis as
an input. Notice that most of the selected points cluster close to the origin, where
the function s increases sharply. Figure 2. 7 shows that the approximate functions
from DEIM of dimension 6 can reproduce the original function of dimension 400
very well at arbitrarily selected value t-t E :;g_ Figure 2.8 gives the average errors
with the bounds from the last section and the corresponding average CPU times for
different dimensions of POD and DEIM approximations. The average errors of POD
and DEIM approximations are computed from (2.42) and (2.43), respectively. The
average error bounds and their approximations are computed from the right hand
side of (2.44) and (2.45), respectively. This example uses ji 1 , •.. , fin E ~ selected
uniformly over ::g and

2.2.4

n = 625.

The CPU times are averaged over the same set ~.

Application of DEIM to Nonlinear Discretized Systems

The DEIM approximation (2.15) developed in the previous section may now be used
to approximate the nonlinear term in (2.10) and the Jacobian in (2.11) with nonlinear approximations having computational complexity proportional to the number of
reduced variables obtained with POD.
In the case of nonlinear time dependent PDEs in (2.15), by setting

T

= t and

f(t) = F(Vy(t)), the nonlinear function in (2.5) approximated by DEIM can be
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Figure 2.5: Singular values and the first 6 corresponding POD basis vectors of the snapshots of
the nonlinear function (2.49).
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Figure 2.6: First 20 points selected by DEIM for the nonlinear function (2.49).
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Full dim=

1 2

400 , [~J. ,~J. ]

= [-0.05,-0.05]

2

POD: dim= 6, L error: 8.2e-3

2

DEIM: dim = 6, L error: 1.8e-2
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,,.·

Figure 2. 7: Compare the original nonlinear function (2.49) of dimension 400 with the POD and
DEIM approximations of dimension 6 at parameter p, = ( - 0.05 , -0.05).
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Figure 2.8: Left: Average errors of POD and DEIM approximations for (2.49) with the average
error bounds given in (2.44) and their approximations given in (2.45). Right : Average CPU time
for evaluating the POD and DEIM approximat ions.
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written as

(2.50)
(2.51)

The last equality in (2.51) follows from the fact that the function F evaluates componentwise at its input vector. The nonlinear term in (2.10) can thus be approximated
by

N(y) ~ vru(PTu)- 1 F(PTVy(t)).

(2.52)

'---~--~~

precomputed:kxm

mxl

Note that the term VTU(PTU)- 1 in (2.52) does not depend on t and therefore it can
be precomputed before solving the system of ODEs. Note also that PTVy(t) E JRm in
(2.52) can be obtained by extracting the rows p 1 , ... , Pm of V and then multiplying
against

y,

which requires 2mk operations. Therefore, if a(m) denotes the cost of

evaluating m components of F, the complexity for computing this approximation
of the nonlinear term roughly becomes O(a(m)

+ 4km),

which is independent of

dimension n of the full-order system (2.1).
Similarly, in the case of steady parametrized nonlinear PDEs, from (2.15), set
T

=!-£and f(!-£)

=

F(Vy(!-£)). Then the nonlinear function in (2.6) approximated by

DEIM can be written as

(2.53)
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and the approximation for the Jacobian of the nonlinear term (2.11) is of the form

(2.54)
precomputed:kxm

mxm

where

and yr(~-t) = PTVY(!-£), which can be computed with complexity independent of n
as noted earlier. Therefore, the computational complexity for the approximation in
(2.54) is roughly O(a(m)

+ 2mk + 2'"'(mk + 2mk 2 ), where 'Y is the average number of

nonzero entries per row of the Jacobian.
The approximations from DEIM are now in the form of (2.52) and (2.54) that
recover the computational efficiency of (2.10) and (2.11), respectively.
Note that the nonlinear approximation from DEIM in (2.51) and (2.53) are obtained by exploiting the special structure of the nonlinear function F being evaluated
componentwise at y. The next section provides a completely general scheme.

2.2.5

Interpolation of General Nonlinear Functions

The very simple case of componentwise function F(y)

= [F(y 1 ), ... , F(yn)]T, has

been discussed for purposes of illustration and is indeed important in its own right.
However, DEIM extends easily to general nonlinear functions. MATLAB notation is
used here to explain this generalization.
(2.55)
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where Fi : Yi ~ ~' Yi C ~ni and the integer vector ji = [ji, j~, j~, . .. , j~JT denotes
the indices of the subset of components of y required to evaluate the i-th component
of F (y) for i = 1, ... , n.
The nonlinear function of the reduced-order system obtained from the PODGalerkin method by projecting on the space spanned by columns of V E ~nxk is
in the form of F(Vy), where the components of y E ~k are the reduced variables.
Recall that the DEIM approximation of order m for F(Vy) is given by

F(Vy)

~

U(Pru)-I PTF(Vy),
~--.....--

kxm

where U E

~nxm

(2.56)

mxi

is the projection matrix for the nonlinear function F,

P = [ePll ... , ePml E ~nxm, and PI, ... , Pm are interpolation indices from the DEIM

point selection algorithm. In the simple case when F is evaluated componentwise at y,
we have PTF(Vy) = F(PTVy) where pry can be obtained by extracting rows of V
corresponding to PI, ... , Pm and hence its computational complexity is independent
of n. However, this is clearly not applicable to the general nonlinear vector-valued
function.
An efficient method for computing PTF(Vy) in the DEIM approximation (2.56)
of a general nonlinear function is possible by using a certain sparse matrix data
structure. Notice that, since Yi

~

V(j, :)y, an approximation to F(y) is provided by
(2.57)
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and thus

(2.58)
The complexity for evaluating each component Pi, i = 1, ... , m, of (2.58):

(2.59)
is

nPi

X

k Flops plus the complexity of evaluating the nonlinear scalar valued function

FPi of the

nPi

variables indexed by jPi.

The sparse evaluation procedure may be implemented using a compressed sparse

row data structure as used in sparse matrix factorizations. Two linear integer arrays are needed: ir start is a vector of length m
in the vector jrow, which is of length nti =

+ 1 containing pointers to locations

2::::,

1

npi· The successive ni entries of

jrow(irstart(i)) indicate the dependence of the i component of F(y) on the selected
variables from y. In particular,

• irstart(i) contains location of the start of the i-th row with irstart(m + 1) =
nti+ 1.

I.e., irstart(1) = 1, and irstart(i) = 1 + L:~:i nPi fori= 2, ... , m

+ 1.

• jrow contains the indices of the components in y required to compute the Pi-th
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function FPi in locations irstart(i) to irstart(i + 1)- 1, fori= 1, ... , m. I.e.,

irstart(1)

irstart(2)

irstart(m)

l

l

l

jrow -

... '

Given V andy, the following demonstrates how to compute the approximation PPi (y)
in (2.59), fori= 1, ... , m, from the vectors irstart and jrow.

fori= 1: m

jPi = jrow(irstart(i) : irstart(i + 1)- 1)
PPi(y) = FPi(V(jPil :)y)
end

Typically, the Jacobians of large scale problems are sparse, and this scheme will
be very efficient. However, if the Jacobian is dense (or nearly so) the complexity
would be on the order of mn, where m is the number of interpolation points.
The next section will discuss the computational complexity used for constructing
and solving the reduced-order systems. It will also illustrate, in terms of complexity
as well as computation time, that solving the POD reduced system could be more
expensive than solving the original full-order system.
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2.2.6

Computational Complexity

Recall the POD-DEIM reduced system for the unsteady nonlinear problem (2.1):

:ty(t)

=

Ay(t) + B F(V py(t)),

(2.60)

and the POD-DEIM reduced system for the steady state problem (2.2):

Ay(t) + B F(V pY(t))
.....
where A

=

yT AV E

JR.kxk,

and B

=

=

0,

VTUU~ 1

E

(2.61)
JRkxm

with UP

= pTu and

V P = pTy. This section summarizes the computational complexity for constructing

(offline) and solving (online} the POD-DEIM reduced system compared to both the
original full-order system and the POD reduced system. Table 2.1 gives the offline
computational complexity for constructing a POD-DEIM reduced system.

I Procedure (offline)

I Complexity (offline)

Snapshots

Problem dependent

SVD: POD basis

O(nn~)

DEIM Algorithm: m interpolation indices

O(m 4

Pre-compute:

A = vr AV

+ mn)
for dense A
for sparse A

Pre-compute: B = vruu~ 1

Table 2.1: Computational complexity for constructing a POD-DEIM reduced-order system.

Note that for large snapshot sets, it is far more efficient to compute the dominant
singular values and vectors iteratively via ARPACK (or svds in MATLAB) [52]. The
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computational work shown in Table 2.1 has to be done only once before solving the
POD-DEIM reduced systems. The constant coefficient matrices

A and

B are pre-

computed, stored and reused while solving the reduced systems.
The online computational complexity for solving the standard POD reduced system can even exceed the complexity for solving the original full-order system due
to the orthogonal projection of the nonlinear term at each iteration, especially when
A E

~nxn

represents the discretization of a linear differential operator and its sparsity

is employed in the computation. This section will consider the online computational
complexity and online CPU time only for solving the parametrized steady-state problem using Newton's method. More details on the online computational complexity
for solving the unsteady nonlinear problem will be given in Appendix A.
Table 2.2 summarizes the complexity (Flops) for computing one Newton iteration
of the full-order system (2.1) as well as the POD and POD-DEIM reduced-order
systems in (2.6) and (2.61). Notice that, in the case of a sparse full-order system, the
complexity O(k3 +nk2 ) used in solving the POD reduced system could become higher
than the complexity O(n 2 ) used in solving the original system once O(k 2 ) becomes
proportional to O(n). In practice, the CPU time may not be directly proportional to
these predicted Flops since there are many other factors that might affect the CPU
times. However, this analysis does reflect the relative computational requirements
and may be useful for predicting expected relative computational times.
The inefficiency of the POD reduced system indeed occurs in this computation.
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To illustrate this effect, the nonlinear 2-D steady state problem introduced later in
§4.1.4 will be considered. From Figure 2.9, the average CPU time for solving the
POD reduced system in each time step exceeds the CPU time for solving the original
system as soon as its dimension reaches around 80. Also, Figure 4.9 in §4.1.4 shows
that, while the POD reduced system of dimension 15 gives an 0(10) reduction in
computation time as compared to the full-order system, the POD-DEIM reduced
system with both POD and DEIM having dimension 15 gives an 0(100) reduction in
computation time with the same order of accuracy. These demonstrate the inefficiency
of the POD reduced system that has been remedied by the introduction of DEIM.

I System

I Complexity (online)

Full (2.1)

Dense A: O(n3 ), Sparse A: O(n 2 )

POD (2.6)

O(k 3

+ nk 2 )

POD-DEIM (2.61)

O(k 3

+ mk 2 )

Table 2.2: Comparison of the online computational work for each Newton iteration of the steadystate problem.

This chapter has illustrated how the POD-DEIM approach can be used to construct a reduced system as well as discussed its computational complexity reduction.
The next chapter will consider the accuracy of the state solution from the POD-DEIM
reduced system, particularly for the unsteady nonlinear problem (2.1).
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Figure 2.9: Average CPU time (scaled with the CPU time for full-sparse system) in each Newton
iteration for solving the steady-state 2-D problem.

Chapter 3
A State-Space Error Estimate for
POD-DEIM Reduced Systems
This chapter derives state space error bounds for the solutions of reduced-order systems constructed using Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) together with the
Discrete Empirical Interpolation Method (DEIM) introduced in Chapter 2. The analysis is particularly relevant to nonlinear ODE systems arising from spatial discretizations of parabolic PDEs. The resulting error estimates in 2-norm reflect the approximation property of the POD based scheme through the decay of the corresponding
singular values. The derivation clearly identifies where the parabolicity is crucial. It
also explains how the D ElM approximation error involving the nonlinear term comes
into play.
The error bound for the DEIM approximation for a nonlinear vector-valued func-
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tion given in Lemma 2.2.3 from Chapter 2 is used in this chapter to establish the
global accuracy of state solution from the POD-DEIM reduced system. The derivation given here extends the error analysis of Kunish and Volkwein in [94] for POD
reduced systems to the POD-DEIM reduced systems for ODEs with Lipschitz continuous nonlinearities. As before,

II · II

shall be used to denote the 2-norm in Euclidean

space throughout this chapter. The 2-norm error estimates presented here are shown
to be proportional to the sums of the singular values corresponding to neglected POD
basis vectors both in Galerkin projection of the reduced system and in DEIM approximation of the nonlinear term. The separate POD basis used in DEIM to approximate
the nonlinearity is very closely related Kunish-Volkwein's inclusion of finite difference
snapshots [49]1.

3.1

Problem formulation

Consider systems of nonlinear ODEs of the form:
d

dty(t)

=

Ay(t) + F(t, y(t)),

where the matrix A E

Rnxn

y(O) =Yo,

(3.1)

for t E [0, T],

is constant and the nonlinear function F: [0, T]

~

Y is

assumed to be uniformly Lipschitz continuous with respect to the second argument
1

In [49], the finite difference snapshots of the form (YHl- Yi)/h are included into the snapshot

set. This is related to the POD-DEIM approach in this thesis which considers also the nonlinear
snapshots, since (YHl-Yi)/h

~

y(tj) = F(yj), where y 3 ~ y(t3 ) andy= F(y) for time stepsize h.
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with Lipschitz constant L 1 > 0 andY~ Rn. I.e., for y 1 ,y 2 E Yand for all t E [O,T],
(3.2)

Recall that, in the POD-DEIM approach, two POD bases are derived. One is the
POD basis matrix V E Rnxk of the solution y(t) and the other is the POD basis
matrix U E :Rnxm of the nonlinear function F(t, y(t)). The corresponding PODDEIM reduced system is constructed by applying Galerkin projection on the column
space of the POD basis matrix V, and then applying DEIM approximation to the
nonlinear function using interpolation projection onto the column space of the POD
basis matrix U. The resulting reduced system is then given by

:ty(t)

=

Ay(t) + vriPF(t, Vy(t)),

y(O)

= Vryo,

for t E [0, T], (3.3)

where A:= vr AVE JRkxk, IP := U(PTu)-lpT E Rnxn, and p E JRnXm is a matrix
whose columns come from some selected columns of the identity matrix corresponding
to the DEIM indices, as defined in§ 2.2 of Chapter 2. Note that in actual computation,
the quantity VTU(PTU)- 1 E

JRmxm

in the nonlinear term would be precomputed

and stored, so that the computational cost in solving (3.3) is only proportional to
the reduced dimensions k and m (and not the original dimension n) as explained
in the previous chapter. However, for the purpose of error analysis, this chapter
will consider the nonlinear term written in the form as given in (3.3). Notice that
if m = n, then IP is equal to the n-by-n identity matrix and the system in (3.3) is
just a reduced system constructed by the standard POD-Galerkin approach. Hence,
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the error analyses given in this chapter will also apply to the POD reduced system.
Recall that the Lipschitz continuity assumption on F in the original system (3.1)
will guarantee the existence and uniqueness of the solution from the original system
(by, e.g., Picard-Lindelof theorem). The Lipschitz continuity ofF is inherited by the
reduced order nonlinear term F(t, y(t)) := vrJP>F(t, Vy(t)), since

IIF(t,yl(t))- F(t,y2(t))ll

IIVTJP>F(t, Vyl(t))- yTJP>F(t, Vy2(t))ll

< L,IIJP>IIIIYl(t)- Y2(t)ll,
for all t E [0, T], where IIJP>II is a bounded constant as shown in Lemma 2.2.3 and the
fact that V has orthonormal columns is also used. Thus, existence and uniqueness of
the solution to the POD-DEIM reduced system (3.3) will also be inherited.
The solution y(t) of the original full-order system (3.1) is then approximated
by Vy, where y is the solution from the POD-DEIM reduced system (3.3). The
accuracy of this approximation therefore can be measured by considering the error
lly(t)- Vy(t)ll fortE [0, T]. The bounds for this DEIM state space error will be the
main focus in this chapter. Note that the derivation for the error bounds presented
later in this chapter can be applied to the case when other matrices with orthonormal
columns are used in place of these POD basis matrices. This derivation also can be
extended to a more general class of parametrized ODE systems.
The error bounds in discrete setting will be also considered in §3.2.2 where implicit
Euler time integration is used for both full-order system (3.1) and the POD-DEIM
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reduced system (3.3) as shown below:
1
6t (}j 1

1-J-I) -

~

~

1-J-I)

6t (}j where 6t
j

= Tfnt, }j and

Yj

(3.4)
. . . . . .-..

A}j

+V

T

-.

JPlF(t1 , V}j),

.-.

T

(3.5)

Yo= V Yo,

are the approximations of y(t1 ) and y(t1 ), t1

= j6t,

= 1, ... nt for a given nt. The accuracy of the POD-DEIM discretized system (3.5)

will be considered through the discrete state space errors:

111-J -

V}j II· Similar error

bounds can be obtained for other discretization schemes.
The goal here is to compare the accuracy of the POD-DEIM approximate solutions
with the best approximation in the least-square sense. In particular, the resulting £ 2 norm error bounds derived in this chapter will be expressed in terms of the errors
and

Er

in the continuous setting (or

Cy ·-

1T

Ey ·-

L 111-J- VVT}jll

Ey

and

Er

(3.6)
nt

2,

Er :=
-

j=O

with f(t)

in the discrete setting) where

lly(t)- yyT y(t) ll 2 dt,

nt

ey

"
"'
L...J

IIFJ- UUT FJII 2 ,

(3.7)

j=O

= F(t,y(t)), F1 = F(t1 , }j). Note that, the least square approximation of

y(t) in the span of Vis given by VVry(t) for yry =I, t E [0, T]. Hence,

ey can be

viewed as the least-square error for a given basis matrix V. The error Cy is minimized
when Vis chosen to be the POD basis of the snapshot set {y(t)lt E [0, T]}. I.e., by
definition [49, 50, 94], V

=

[v 1, ... , vk] E IRnxk

is the POD basis for {y(t)lt E [0, T]}

if it solves the following minimization problem:
min

{T lly(t)- <I><I>T y(t)ll 2 dt,

rank{il>}=k } 0

s.t.

(3.8)
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It is well known [50] that the POD basis which solves (3.8) is the set of first k

J

dominant eigenvectors of the symmetric matrix R := 0T y(t)y(t)Tdt E

JRnxn.

the notation established in [50], let r = rank{R} and let Af > A2 2: · · · 2:

A~

Using

> 0 be

the nonzero eigenvalues of R with the corresponding eigenvectors v 1 , v 2 , ... , Vr E :!Rn.
Then, the minimum 2-norm error of (3.8) is given by2

1T

liy(t)- vvry(t)ll 2dt =

t

A~.

(3.9)

i=k+l

0

Similarly, Er is minimized when U E :!Rnxm is the POD basis matrix of nonlinear
snapshots f(t) = F(t, y(t)) for time t on the entire time interval [0, T], and the
minimum value is given by

iT

llf(t)- UU"f(t)ll'dt

where

sf 2: s2 2: ... 2: s~ >

:!Rnxn.

Analogously, the errors

=,I,

s'f',

(3.10)

0 are the r 8 nonzero eigenvalues of f 0T f(t)f(t)T dt E

Ey

and

Er

in the discrete setting are minimized when

Vis the POD basis of Y = [Y1 , ... , Ynt] and U is the POD basis of IF= [F~, ... , Fnt]
with the minimum values given by, respectively,
n.

L
j=l

f

IIYJ - VVT}j 11 2

-

n.

L IIFj- uurFjll2
j=l

2 The

2::

Ai

(3.11)

i=k+l
fs

-

2::

Si,

(3.12)

i=m+l

connection between (3.9) and (2.8) in Chapter 2 was demonstrated in [50] when the sampled

snapshots used for (2.8) are sufficiently dense in [0, T]. In particular, E~=k+l Ai ~ 2 E~=k+l Nf
when n 8

> fi 8 for some sufficient large value fi 8 •
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where {.Xi}f= 1 and {si}f:,1 are eigenvalues of yyT and IFIFT, indexed in decreasing
order as defined similarly for the POD basis in Chapter 2.

3.2

Error analysis of POD-DEIM reduced system

This section develops a bound on the state approximation error for numerical solutions obtained from the POD-DEIM reduced system. The derivation will involve an
application of the logarithmic norm [24] and the integral form of Gronwall's lemma
[40, 13]. The logarithmic norm of A E cnxn with respect to the 2-norm is defined as
[24]

/1>

1"
III+ hAII2 - 1
(A) ·=
•
Im
h
'
h-+O+

(3.13)

which has an explicit expression suitable for calculation given by

!l>(A) = max{/1>:
where

CJ

11> E CJ

([A+ A*]/2)},

(3.14)

([A+ A *]/2) is the set of eigenvalues of the Hermitian part [A + A *]/2 of

A. Note that the quantity in (3.14) is also known as numerical abscissa of A. A
well-known property of logarithmic norm that will be used here is
(3.15)
fort~

0 (see, e.g.[24, 83, 53] ). By using (3.14), it is straightforward to show that
(3.16)
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where A=

vr AVE JRkXk and v

E

]Rnxk,

vrv =I.

Hence, (3.15) and (3.16) give

(3.17)
The logarithmic norm was introduced by Dahlquist [24] to provide a mechanism
for bounding the growth of the solution to a linear dynamical system of the form

y(t) = Ay(t)

+ r(t)

whenever r is a bounded function oft. Fort 2:: 0 the norm of y satisfies the differential
inequality

!JJy(t)ll::; JL(A)JJy(t)ll

+ llr(t)JI,

(3.18)

As explained by Soderlind [82], the bound (3.18) is able to distinguish between forward
and reverse time and it may also be able to distinguish between stable and unstable
systems. In fact, JL(A) may be negative and when it is, the system is certain to
be stable. The opposite assertion ( A stable implies JL(A) < 0) is not true. The
non-normal matrix [ :

: ] provides a counterexample when -.5 < Real(.\) < 0.

More details on logarithmic norms can be found in e.g.

[24, 83, 25, 82].

Next,

bounds on the state approximation error provided by POD-DEIM solutions will be
derived in two different settings: one for the ideal case involving the full trajectory of
the ODE system, as presented in §3.2.1, while the other one applies to the reduced
system derived from snapshots obtained via numerical solution of the ODE system,
as presented in §3.2.2.
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3.2.1

Error bounds in ODE setting

This section compares the solution y(t) from the original full-order system (3.1) to
the approximation Vy(t) where y is the solution of the POD-DEIM reduced system
(3.3). Define the pointwise error e(t) := y(t)- Vy(t), and write

e(t)

=

p(t)

+ O(t),

where p(t) := y(t)-VVTy(t), and O(t) := VVTy(t)-Vy(t). Notice that for llp(t) lldt =
&y is the minimum £ 2 -norm error of the approximation on Span{U}, as defined in
(3.6). It therefore only remains to find a bound for IIO(t)ll which can be done through
the application of Gronwall's lemma. Define B(t) := vro(t). Then O(t) = VB(t).
Consider B(t)

=

vry(t)- y(t) with y(t) and y(t) satisfying (3.1) and (3.3). That is,

d--

dt O(t) where G(t) := yr Ap(t)

y0

=

yr [A [p(t) + O(t)]
AB(t)

+ F(t, y(t))- IPF(t, Vy(t))]

+ G(t),

+ yr [F(t, y(t))- IPF(t, Vy(t))].

(3.19)
Note that 8(0) = 0 since

vry(O). Hence, the solution to (3.19) can be written as
(3.20)

To find a bound for IIG(t)ll, write

G(t)

=

yr Ap(t) + yr [(I- IP)F(t, y(t)) + IP[F(t, y(t))- F(t, Vy(t))]].
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The Lipschitz continuity ofF, together with (I- IP)F(t, y(t)) = (I- IP)w(t) from
(2.22) in Lemma 2.2.3, where w(t) := F(t, y(t))- VVTF(t, y(t)), implies

IIG(t)ll < IIVT Ap(t)ll

+ IIVT (I- IP) F(t, y(t))ll + IIVTIPIIL,IIy(t)- Vy(t)ll

< allp(t)ll + ,BIIw(t)ll + riiO(t)ll,
where a := IIVT All + IIVTIPIIL,,

(3.21)

,6 := IIVT(I- IP)II,

I' := IIVTIPIILJ. Since

IIB{t)ll = IIO(t)ll and lleA(t-s)ll::::; eP.(t-s) where J.l := J.L(A), (3.20) and (3.21) imply
IIO(t)ll < 1t lleA(t-s)ll ( allp(s)ll + ,BIIw(s)ll + riiO(s)ll)ds

< 7J+r1tep.(t-s)IIO(s)llds,

(3.22)

J; eP.(t-s) ( allp(s)ll + ,BIIw(s)ll)ds, for all t

where 7J satisfies 7J ~ Tf(t) :=

E

[0, T].

Applying the integral form of Gronwall's inequality [13] to (3.22) gives
(3.23)

where bp.(t) :=

J0t eP.(t-s)ds

=

{

~ (eP.t -

1) , J.l

=I 0

Now, 7J can be specified by

, J.L=O

t

applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to Tf( t) so that we can put

7J

:= [ ap.(T) ( a 2 Cy

t
{
where ap.(t) := 2 fo e2P.(t-s)ds =

~ (e2p.t 2t

and £r =

f0T llw(t)ll 2 dt, as defined in (3.6).

+ ,62 £r) J112 ,
1)

' J.l

=I 0

,

with Cy =

J: llp(t)ll dt
2

' J.l = 0

Using bp.(t) ::::; bp.(T) for all t

E [0, T]

and

(3.23), a bound for IIO(t)ll 2 is given by
(3.24)
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for all t E [0, T]. Finally, since p(t)TB(t) = 0, then

1T lle(t)ll 2 dt
where C

= 1T llp(t)il 2 dt + 1T IIB(t)il 2 dt : : .;

C (£y

+ £r),

= max{l + cp.a2 T, cp./32 T} and Cp. = ap.(T)e 2 "~b~-'(T). Notice that when

(3.25)
p, < 0,

!

ap.(t), bp.(t) < 1 1 for all t > 0 and hence Cp. < e 2~t', which does not depend on the
final integration timeT. In this case, the error bound in (3.25) is linear in Taswell
as the least-square errors £y and £r.
In practice, the exact solutions of dynamical systems are not available and the
numerical solutions from their discretized systems are often required. The next section
will apply an analogous derivation to analyze the accuracy of a discretized POD-DEIM
reduced system compared to the discretized full-order system.

3.2.2

Error bounds in discrete setting

This section compares the solutions of (3.4) and (3.5) obtained from implicit Euler
time discretization for the full-order system (3.1) and the POD-DEIM reduced system
(3.3), respectively. Define the error at time step ti as Ei := }j- VYj, and write

where Pi := }j- VVr}j,

(}i

11Bill 2 .

'L;::o 11Pill

Note that, from (3.7),

:=

VVT}j- VYj. Since p}Bi
2 =

= 0,

11Eill 2 = i1Pili 2 +

ty, and it therefore remains to determine

a bound for the norm of (}i· Analogous to the continuous case, the discrete Gronwall's

lemma can be used to obtain a bound for IIBill· Define~

:=

yT()i

=

VT}j- Yj for
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T

_..._

V V =I. Then ()i = VOi. Consider

That is, using }j - VYJ = Pi + ()i gives
(3.26)
(3.27)
where Gi := vr Api + vr[F(ti, }j) - IPF(ti, VYJ)]. From successive substitution of

......
()i

-

......
1 [......
(I- 6.tA)()i- 1 + 6.tGi ]

(3.28)

j

-

(I- 6.tA.)-i'fi0 + 6.t

L

[(I- 6.tA.)-iGi-i+ 1J .

(3.29)

i=1

To find a bound for IIGill, first rewrite

Then, by using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, Lipschitz continuity ofF, and (1-JP)F(ti, }j) =

(I- IP)wj for Wj = (I- uur)F(tj, }j) from Lemma 2.2.3,
(3.30)
where a= IIVT AII+IIVTJPIIL,, {3 = IIVT(I-IP)II, 'Y = IIVTJPIIL,. Let p, = p,(A) and
assume p,6.t < 1, so that I - 6.tA is invertible. Then II (I- 6.tA)- 1 11 ~ (1 - 6.tp,)- 1
[83]. Let ( := (1- 6.tp,)- 1 . Since IIOill = IIOJII, then (3.29) and (3.30) give
j

j

<

(iiiOoll + 6.t

L (iiiGi-i+III
i=1

<

r; + 6.t, L (lii0£11,
i=1

(3.31)
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where (e := (i-HI and fi satisfies fi

~ TJi :=(ill Boll + 6.t E~=I [(e(aiiPell + .BIIwell)],

for all j = 1, ... , nt. By using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we can put fj as

(3.32)
where

a~t

:= 26.t E~! 1 ( 2e = 26.t( 2 ( 1 ~.£~;t) and

as defined in (3.7). Note that Bo = 0, since

Ey

Yo =

=

E~! 1 11Pell 2 , Er

y 0 and

Yo

=

E~! 1 llwell 2

= vry0 . Now we can

apply the discrete Gronwall lemma (e.g. [22]) on (3.31) to obtain

II OJ II ,:; iJexp { -"t-r
Let

t ('}

(3.33)

b~t := 6.t E~! 1 (e = 6.t( ( 1 ~.£~t). Then, using T = nt6.t gives
nt

L

nt

~

IIBi 11 2

j=l

L fj e '·ifJ,_.
2 2

~ Ta~te 2'Yii,_. ( a 2

Ey + ,82 Er) .

(3.34)

j=l

Finally, since p]Bi = 0, then E;!o 111-J- VYJII 2 = E;!o 11Pill 2

+ E;!o I1Bill 2 and

nt

LII1-J-VYJII 2 ~

C(Ey+ tc),

(3.35)

j=O

and

f..L

= J.L(A), if f..L < 0, then 0 < ( < 1 and

-btl~ 6.t( (~
e)
( 1 )
~ ( = 6.t( 1- (

1/(1- 6.tJ.L)
1
= 6.t 1- 1/(1- 6.tJ.L) = j;f'

and similarly, then 0 < ( 2 < 1 and
-

all~
That is ell

~

(

( 2

26 t1-

(2

1/(1- 6.tJ.L) 2
26
=
t1- 1/(1- 6.tJ.L) 2 = IJ.LI

1

+ (6.tiJ.LI 2 )/2.

l~tl+(.6.~l~tl 2 )/ 2 ) e 2 'Y/I~tl which is uniformly bounded for a fixed 6.t. In

this case, ell converges to ell in the continuous setting as 6.t
summarizes the error bounds just derived in § 3.2.1 and § 3.2.2.

--+

0. The following
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Theorem 3.2.1 Let y(t) be the solution of the original full-order system {3.1} and

y(t) be the solution of the POD-DEIM reduced system {3.3}, fort

E

[0, T]. Let

J.L = J.L(A) be the logarithmic norm defined in {3.13} and assume that F(t,y) in {3.1}
is Lipschitz continuous in the second argument, with Lipschitz constant L 1 as in {3.2}.
Let }j and Yj be the solutions of the discretized systems {3.4} and {3.5} from implicit
Euler method at ti

= jb.t E [0, T],

D.t

= T /nt

for j

= 0, ... nt.

Assume that J.Lb.t < 1.

Then
(3.36)
(3.37)
j=O

( = (1 - b.tJ.L)- 1 and

Cy, £r, Ey, Er are the minimum £.2-norm errors as defined in

{3.6} and {3. 7}.
Remark 3.2.2 Using the notation and assumptions from Theorem 3.2.1:

{3.39} can be bounded by a constant independent ofT or nt {for fixed D.t):
(3.41)
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(ii) When the POD-DEIM reduced system (3.3) is constructed from the POD basis matrices V E

Rnxk,

and U E

JRnxm

of solution snapshots and nonlin-

ear snapshots, respectively, which satisfy (3.8), then, from (3.9) and (3.10),

from (i) the error bound can be simplified as

[

c.(,~,>..'['+

lly(t)- VY(t)ll'dt ,;

where Co:= max{l + C0 a 2 T, C0 {PT},

C0

,.,t, s'[') ,

(3.42)

= e 2 ~~~-' 1 with a,{3, 1 from (3.38).

(iii) Similarly, when the discretized POD-DEIM reduced system (3.5) is constructed
from the POD basis matrices V E

Rnxk,

and U E

JRnxm

of snapshot matrices

p,(A) < 0, then from (i),
(3.43)

When (ii) or (iii) of Remark 3.2.2 holds true, &y and &r in (3.6) or Ey and Erin (3. 7)
are minimized as noted earlier. For a special case, when (i) and (iii) in Theorem 3.2.1
are both true, the pointwise error in the discrete setting is uniformly bounded at each
time step j

=

1, ... , nt:
(3.44)
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where

c := 2max{l + cl-'a 2 , cl-',82 }, c

0

=

II-'I+C~~~~=: 2 )/ 2 , with a,,B, 'Y defined as in (3.38).

The error analysis in this section has illustrated the basic idea concerning how the
parabolicity assumption together with the combination of the POD-DEIM approach
will lead to a bound on the state approximation error. However, it depends upon the
ability to separate out a constant matrix A on the right hand side of the ODE system.
The key tool in this analysis has been the logarithmic norm. The next section will
utilize a generalization to obtain an error estimate that does not require the constant
matrix A.

3.3

Analysis based on generalized logarithmic norm

A logarithmic norm was used in the previous section to analyze the state approximation error of the POD-DEIM system. That approach required the presence of a
constant matrix A. More generally, as is done in [82], one can apply a logarithmic
norm argument to a local linearization about the trajectory. The analysis in this
section will employ a generalization of the logarithmic norm that avoids the need for
a linearization or for the presence of a constant A. The generalization of logarithmic
norm to unbounded nonlinear operators was introduced through logarithmic Lipschitz

constants in [81] to avoid working with linearizations and logarithmic norms that are
only applicable to linear operators. Here, this tool will be used to develop a con-

ceptual framework suitable for analyzing POD-DEIM reduced systems of nonlinear
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ODEs. Consider nonlinear ODEs of the form:
y(t) =

F(t, y(t)),

y(O) =Yo,

(3.45)

where F: [0, T] x Y--+ ~n, Y ~ ~n with the POD-DEIM reduced system of the form:
y(t) =

where

F:

F(t, y(t)),

[0, T] x Y--+ ~k, Y ~ ~k, F(t,y)

y(O) = yT y 0 ,
= VTJP>F(t,

(3.46)

Vy) for y E Y, t E [0, T].

Note that the POD reduced system can be obtained by replacing

JP>

with the n-by-n

identity matrix. Hence, the error bounds derived in this section also apply to the POD
reduced system. This section will use the Euclidian inner product (·, ·) : ~d x ~d

--+

~'

for some positive integer d, i.e. (u, v) = uTv for u, v E ~d, and its induced norm

llull

=

y'(u, u), u E ~d.

As in [82], for a map F: [0, T]

x Y--+ ~d, Y ~ ~d, the least

upper bound (lub) logarithmic Lipschitz constants with respect to the inner product
(·, ·) can be defined, uniformly for all t E [0, T], as:

(u- v, F(t, u)- F(t, v))
M[Fl ·=
.
. sup
II
11 2
u~v
U
V

(3.47)

The convergence of the solution as well as the stability of the corresponding PODDEIM reduced system can be analyzed by using these logarithmic Lipschitz constants.
The map F is called uniformly negative monotone if M[F] < 0, in which case it will
be shown that the error bound of the reduced-order solution is uniformly bounded
on t E [O,T].
The asymptotic error analysis will be considered first in§ 3.3.1 for the continuous
setting, where the overall accuracy of the reduced system is only contributed from
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applying the POD-DEIM technique without other effects, such as the choice of time
integration method. Then, a framework for error analysis in the discrete setting for
the implicit Euler time integration scheme will be presented in § 3.3.2. Note that
Lipschitz continuity of F is the only main assumption used in this section. The
resulting error bounds in the 2-norm, which are summarized in Theorem 3.3.1, reflect
the approximation property of POD based scheme through the decay of singular
values, as in §3.2. The differences of the results here from the ones in §3.2 will be
discussed at the end of this section.

3.3.1

Error bounds in continuous ODE setting

Consider the error of the solution from the POD-DEIM reduced system of the form

e(t)
where V E

JR.nxk

=

y(t) - Yr(t),

Yr(t)

:= Vy(t),

is the POD basis matrix withy andy satisfying (3.45) and (3.46),

respectively. Again, put

e(t)

=

p(t) + O(t),

where p(t) := y(t)- VVTy(t), O(t) := VVTy(t)- Vy(t), and note that y(O) = yrYo
implies 0(0) = 0. Note also that p(t)TO(t) = 0 implies that lle(t)ll 2 = llp(t)II 2 +IIO(t)ll 2 .
Define O(t) := vro(t) = vry(t)- y(t). As before, O(t) = VO(t) and hence IIO(t)ll =
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IIO(t) II· Now, consider

O(t) -

yT y(t)- y(t) = VTF(t, y(t))- F(t, y(t))

(3.48)

+ r(t),

(3.49)

vrF(t,y(t))- F(t, vry(t)).

(3.50)

F(t, vr y(t))- F(t, y(t))

where

r(t)

d

(o(t), o(t))

~

dt IIO(t) II

:=

-

IIB(t)ll
(o(t), F(t, vry(t))- F(t, y(t))

+ r(t))

IIO{t)ll
(O{t), F(t, vry(t))- F(t, y(t)))
~

IIO(t)ll

(o(t), r(t))

+ -=---::::~::-----'IIO(t)ll

< M[FJIIB(t)ll + llr(t)ll·
Notice that llr(t)ll is independent of IJO(t)ll and hence Gronwall's inequality is not
required here. Since IIO(t)ll = IIO{t)ll and 110(0)11 = 0, then

Now, the expression for r(t) can be rewritten as the sum of differences, which can be
estimated in terms of the neglected singular values as follows. From Lemma 2.2.3,
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for w(t) = F(t, y(t))- UUTF(t, y(t)),
r(t) -

VTF(t, y(t))- F(t, yT y(t)) = vr[F(t, y(t))- IPF(t, yyT y(t))]

-

VT[F(t, y(t))- IPF(t, y(t)) + IPF(t, y(t))- IPF(t, yyr y(t))J

-

VT(I- IP)w(t) + VTIP(F(t, y(t))- F(t, yyr y(t))).

The Lipschitz continuity ofF implies IIF(t,y(t))- F(t, vvry(t))ll

~

Ltlly(t)-

yyry(t)ll = LtiiP(t)ii, so that
llr(t)ll ~ adlp(t)ll + ,BIIw(t)ll,

(3.52)

where a := IIVTIPIILt, ,8 := IIVT(I- IP)II· Thus, by applying the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality and triangle inequality to (3.51) and (3.52),
IIB(t)ll 2

for all t

E

[0, T], where aM(t) := 2

~ aM(T) ( a 2&y + ,82&r),

J; e M[F)(t-r)dT = {
2

_J,.... ( e2M[F)t _
M[FJ

1)
'

M[F]=O

2t,

and &y =

f0T llp(t)ll 2 dt, &r = f0T llw(t)ll 2 dt, as defined in (3.6).
1rlle(t)ll 2 dt= 1rllp(t)ll 2 dt+ 1riiO(t)ll 2 dt

~

Finally,

c(&y+&r),

where C =max{!+ aM(T)a2T, aM(T),82T}. When M[FJ < 0, aM(T) ~ IM~FJI, which
is independent ofT.

3.3.2

Error bounds in discretized ODE setting

Using our analysis of the full trajectory as a guide, by analogy to (3.45) and (3.46),
this section shall analyze the discrete systems obtained from backward Euler time in-
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tegration corresponding to the full-order system and the POD-DEIM reduced system
in the form: for Yo= Yo and

}j -

Yo = vryo,

YJ-1 = F(t],. Y.)J '

(3.53)

6.t

6.t

= T/nt, where nt is the number of time steps, }j and~ are approximations of

y(tj) and y(tj) respectively, at tj

=

j6.t, j

= 0, ... , nt. Assume that

6.t (or nt) is

chosen so that 6.tM[F] < 1. Consider the error:

where }j is the solution of full-order system, and~ is the solution of the POD-DEIM

=

reduced system in (3.53), for j

before,

()i =

V~,

ll()ill =

~ -~-1
6.t

-

1, ... , nt. Write

11~11 and pJ()j

yT (}j -

= 0. From (3.53), consider

YJ- 1) + ~ -6t~- 1 = VTF(t.1 ' Y.)J + F(t.1 ' Y·)J

6.t

..-

T

-.

-.

F(tj, V }j)- F(ti, }j)

.-..

+ Ri,

where

(3.54)
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Then,

II~ II

ll~-1ll

-

6.t

where the first inequality follows from (~,~- 1 ) ~ ll~llll~-1ll; the last equality used

(~, F(VT}j)- F(YJ)) ~ M[FJII~II 2 from (3.47); and the last inequality follows from

IIBjll

~(

j

(110j-1ll

+ 6.ti1Rjll) ~ (jiiBoll + 6.t L(RIIRj-£+111·

(3.55)

£=1
As in the continuous case, IIR£11 will be written as a sum of differences that can be
estimated using the neglected singular values. First, consider

where Wg

=

(I - uur)F(tg, 1€) from Lemma 2.2.3. The Lipschitz continuity ofF

IIR£11

~ aiiP£11 + ,BIIw£11,

(3.56)
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where a:=

IIVTJPIILJ, {3 := IIVT(I-JP)II·

From (3.55), since Bo = 0, then by applying

again the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and triangle inequality, for j = 0, ... , nt,

nt

L

IIEell 2

::;

C (Ey + Er),

(3.57)

l=O

.- 1 2

- "'\;""'i

' ' · · · 'nt, qj -

J -

<

{2l
L....t=1 '>
-

"'\;""'00 {2l L.,..t=1 '>
-

Therefore the norm of the total error

IIEill

{2l
L.,..t=O '>
-

"'\;""'00

1-

1
1-(2 -

1-

1
(1-6tM[F])L1.

is uniformly bounded on [0, T] as shown

below:

The following theorem summarizes the results of error bounds for POD-DEIM
solutions which are derived in this section through the application of logarithmic
Lipschitz constant M[·].
Theorem 3.3.1 Let y(t) be the solution of the original full-order system {3.45) and
y(t) be the solution of the POD-DEIM reduced system (3.46), fort E [0, T]. Let }j
and

Yj

be the solutions of the discretized systems of (3.45) and (3.46), respectively,
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obtained from implicit Euler time integration at tj
j

= j 6.t

E

[0, T], 6.t = T / nt for

= 0, ... nt. Let M[F] be the logarithmic Lipschitz constant ofF defined as in (3.47)

and assume that F(t, y) in (3.45) is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant LJ
as in (3.2}. Assume also that 6.t (or nt) is chosen so that 6.tM[F] < 1. Then

1T lly(t)- Vy(t)ll dt
2

< C (Ey + Er),

(3.59)

< C (Ey + Er),

(3.60)

nt

L II}}- V~ll 2
j=O

(3.61)

(3.62)

and Ey, Er, Ey, Er are defined as in (3.6} and (3. 7).
Remark 3.3.2 Using the notation and assumptions from Theorem 3.3.1:

(i) If M[F] < 0, then cM and eM in (3. 62} are bounded by
CM <

1

~

IM[F]I

, and CM <

(ii) When the POD basis matrices V E

JRnxk

tively, satisfy (3.9} and (3.10}, then Ey

=

1

IM[F]I

and U E

+ 6.tM[Fj2 /2
JRnxm

(3.63)

used in (3.46), respec-

I::;=k+l >..f, Er = I::;:,m+l sf.

In this

case, if also M[F] < 0, then from (i),

1T lly(t)- VY(t)ll dt
2

where Co:= max{1

:S

c.(,~, xr +

+ a 2 T/IM[F]I, ,B2 T/IM[F]I}.

,f, sf) ,

(3.64)
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(iii) Analogously, when V E

IRnxk

and U E

using (3.11} and (3.12} gives Ey

IRnxm

used in (3.46) are the POD basis

= L:;=k+l Ae, Er = L:;:m+l se. In this case, if,

also M[F] < 0, then from (i),
nt

L 110- VYJII

(3.65)

2

j=O

The bounds for pointwise errors can be obtained similarly and are given below.
Remark 3.3.3 Using the notation and assumptions from Theorem 3.3.1:

When (i) and (iii) of Remark 3.3.2 hold true, the norm of the pointwise error in
the discrete setting is uniformly bounded at each time step:

111'£- VYfll 2

~

c(

t

l=k+l

Ae

+

tl=m+l

se) ,

for all I!= 1, ... nt,

(3.66)

Notice that, for M[F] < 0, the error bound (3.60) in the discretized setting converges
to the bound (3.59) in the continuous setting. In particular, as L.t-+ 0, it was shown
in [50] that Ey and Er converge to Ey and Er, respectively; and from (3.63), we have
that the bound for eM converges to the bound for cM.
Notice also that there are two main differences for the error bounds in the continuous setting from (3.36) of Theorem 3.2.1 and from (3.59) of Theorem 3.3.1: one
in the quantities J-t(·) and M[·]; and the other in the terms

cJ.L

and

CM·

Note that
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Jl>(·) and M[·] are the same when they are applied to linear operators, and hence
there is no need to introduce the notion of logarithmic Lipschitz constant for linear
systems. With nonlinearities, however, applying the logarithmic Lipschitz constant

M[·] will allow us to avoid using Gronwall's inequality, as required in the standard
approach for deriving error bounds, which often gives pessimistic bounds with exponential growth, e.g. the term c11 in (3.41) has the exponential part, e 2 'b~", arising from
applying Gronwall's inequality in (3.23), while

eM

in (3.63) does not.

The derivations of the error bounds presented in this chapter provide weighting
coefficients of the least-squares errors £y, Er (or

Ey,

Er in discrete cases) for the

solution snapshots and the nonlinear snapshots, which further imply the contributions
of the error from POD and DEIM in the overall approximation. These bounds clearly
explain the stagnation of the errors as observed in the numerical results shown in
Chapters 4 and 5 (see e.g. Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.9). Moreover, for some simple problems,
these bounds can be used for determining a suitable dimension (k, m) for the PODDEIM approximation. Appendix B illustrates an application of the error estimates
given in this chapter.

3.4

Conclusion

This chapter derived the error bounds of the state approximations from the PODDEIM reduced systems for the ODEs with Lipschitz continuous nonlinearities. The
analysis was considered in the continuous setting where the availability of the solu-
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tions was assumed on the entire time interval and the overall accuracy of the reduced
system was only contributed from applying the POD-DEIM technique. A framework for error analysis was given in the discrete setting for the implicit Euler time
integration scheme, which can be extended to other numerical methods. The proposed error bounds in both continuous and discrete settings were derived through
a standard approach using logarithmic norms, as well as through an application of
generalized logarithmic norms [81]. The conditions under which the reduction error
is uniformly bounded were also discussed. The resulting error bounds in the 2-norm
reflect the approximation property of the POD based scheme through the decay of
the corresponding singular values.
The next chapter will demonstrate the applications of the POD-DEIM model
reduction technique through some numerical examples.

Chapter 4
Model Problems/Numerical
Examples
This chapter illustrates how to apply the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD)
with the Discrete Empirical Interpolation Method (DEIM) introduced in Chapter 2
to nonlinear systems from finite difference (FD) discretizations of two problems. The
first is a nonlinear 1-D PDE arising in neuron modeling. The second is a nonlinear 2-D
steady state problem whose solution is obtained by solving its FD discretized system
by using Newton's method. In both experiments, computation time was reduced
roughly by a factor of 100. A more complex numerical result will be considered in
the next chapter through the application of two-phase miscible flow in porous media.
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4.1

The FitzHugh-Nagumo (F-N) System

The FitzHugh-Nagumo system is used in neuron modeling. It is a simplified version
of the Hodgkin-Huxley model, which describes in a detailed manner activation and
deactivation dynamics of a spiking neuron [76, 23]. This system [23] is given by

(4.1)-(4.4). For x E [O,L],t;:::: 0,

+ f(v(x, t))- w(x, t) + c,

€Vt(X, t) -

c2Vxx(x, t)

Wt(x, t) -

bv(x, t) - f'W(x, t)

with nonlinear function j(v)

+ c,

(4.1)

(4.2)

= v(v-0.1)(1-v). The initial and boundary conditions

are:

v(x, 0) =
Vx(O, t) =

0,

w(x, 0) = 0,

-io(t), Vx(L, t)

where the parameters are given by L

= 0,

x

E

[0, L],

(4.4)

t;:::: 0,

= 1, c = 0.015, b = 0.5,

(4.3)

I'

= 2, c = 0.05. The

stimulus is i 0 (t) = 50000t 3 exp( -15t). The variables v and ware voltage and recovery
of voltage, respectively. Note that this is not a scalar equation and requires a slight
generalization of the problem setting discussed earlier in Chapter 2. However, the
FD discretization does indeed yield a system of ODEs of the same form as (2.1), as
shown next.
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4.1.1

Full Order Model of FD Discretized System

For illustration purposes, the central FD discretization in the spatial variable with
forward Euler time integration scheme is used in this section to construct a discretized
system of the PD E in (4.1) and (4. 2). Consider first the discretization of the spatial
domain xi = i6.x fori= 0, 1, ... , n + 1 with x 0 = 0 and

Xn+l

=Land the discretiza-

tion of the time domain tj = j 6.t for j = 0, 1, ... , where 6.x is the spatial stepsize and

6.t is the time stepsize. Let vf and wf denote the solution of the discretized system
at the mesh point (xi, tj) of v(xi, tj) and w(xi, tj), respectively. Fori= 0, ... , n

+ 1,

and j = 0, 1, ... ,

c

(

-1!t ' )
6.t

V·j+l
t

with initial conditions:

v? =

2

(vL1- 2vf +
(6.x)2

-

c;

-

bvf -

0 and

vf+l) + !( vij) _ wij + c

f'Wf + c,

w? =

(4.5)
(4.6)

0 for all i = 1, ... , n + 1, and the boundary

for j = 0, 1, .... That is,

v~- 2vi + v~ _ (vi+ 6.x io(tj))- 2vi
6.x 2
(6.x) 2

+~ _
-

-vi+ v~
(6.x) 2

+

io(tj)
6.x '

(4 .7)

(4.8)
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Let vi

~ [vi, ... ,v/,JT

E

IR", wi

~ [w{, ... ,w/.]T

E

IR", and yi

Then, the full-order FD system is of the form: for j = 0, 1, 2,

0

0

~

[: ]

E

JR 2".

0,

(409)

[-~ :]

E

K

1

-1

-1

2

E JR2nx2n,

A=

bin

E ]Rnxn,

-1

-,, [ go(t)
6x

-In, ]

E JR2nx2n

-!In

-1

=

g(t)

[ - f:!.x2
,, K

0

l

2

-1

-1

1

In E ]Rnxn

= identity matrix,

1

io(t)

+c E

1

0
JR2n

'

with go(t) =

E lRn, C

E JR2n,

= c

1

0

F(yJ)

=

[':;) l

E JR 2n,

f(v{)
with f(vj) =

E JRn,

f(v~)

j = 0, 1, 2,

0

0

0

0
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4.1.2

A POD-Galerkin Reduced Order Model

The POD basis used for constructing a reduced-order system can be computed from a
given set of snapshots. In this setting, a snapshot is defined as the numerical solution
of (4.1)-(4.4) at a particular timet. Consider a set of n 8 snapshots at times tb ... , tn.·
Let vi and

wi

be the f!h snapshots from (4.9) at time ti. Define snapshot matrices:

(4.10)

Let r = min{rank(V), rank(W)}. The POD basis matrix of dimension k:::; r, denoted
by

uv

E Rnxk,

for the snapshots {vi}~~~ is formed by k left singular vectors of V

corresponding to the first k largest singular values of V (and similarly for the POD
basis matrix, denoted by

uw E Rnxk, for the snapshots {wi}~~~
U=

[ uov

O ] E

). Define
(4.11)

R2nx2k.

uw

The reduced-order system of the discretized FD is obtained by projecting the system
and the solution onto the range of U. By replacing yi in the full-order system with

Uyi, yi

E

R 2k, and applying the Galer kin projection, the reduced system is of the

form

uTEu _!_(yi+l- yi)
~
6.t
E

=

uT AUyi

~
A

+ uT g(t·) + uTF(Uyi)

~
----g(tj)
F(yj)

--o - 0.
Y

(4.12)

The resulting POD reduced system is given by
(4.13)
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where

E

urEu -

[

dk

0

0 ]

E JR 2 kx 2 k' Ik E JRkXk is the identity matrix;

lk

A= ur AU; g(tj) = urg(tj); and F(yi) = urF(Uyi).
Notice that, although the equation in (4.13) is expressed in the expansion of the
reduced (POD) basis, the complexity in computing the nonlinear term still depends
o[n ;~~V:i)m]ension n
0

~the full FD system.

In particular, the nonlineax term is F(j'i)

~

, where Fv(vi) is of the form

:Fv(vi) = (Vv)T f(Vvvi)

E

lRk.

(4.14)

...._,..._"-,...--'
kxn
nxl

As discussed in Chapter 2, the problem here is that f(Uvvi) cannot be precomputed,
since it depends on the unknown vector vi. DEIM will be applied to (4.14), as shown
next.

4.1.3

Reduced-Order Model from POD-DEIM Method

The (on-line) dependence on the dimension of the full FD discretized system in (4.13)
can be removed by using DEIM as described in Section 2.2 in Chapter 2. The POD
basis of the nonlinear snapshots will be used as an input basis for the DEIM algorithm
(see Algorithm 1). The POD basis of the nonlinear snapshots is constructed from the
solutions of the full FD system as follows. Let {v 1 , ... , vn•} be a set of solutions from
the full FD system (4. 9) and recall that the nonlinear function

f (ve) is evaluated at
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ve componentwise, fore= 1, ... , n 8 • Define

(4.15)

The POD basis matrix of dimension m :::; rank(IF), denoted by Uf E

IRnxm,

for

the snapshots {f(ve)}~~I' is the matrix consisting of left singular vectors of IF corresponding to the first m largest singular values. With input basis vectors from U f,
Algorithm 1 in Chapter 2 for DEIM is then used to generate interpolation indices

83 = [PI, ... , Pm]T for constructing matrix P defined in (2.13). The DEIM approximation is then
(4.16)
where the last equality follows from the fact that
function. Note that D := pruv E

IRmxk

f

is a componentwise evaluation

can be precomputed by selecting the rows

PI, ... , Pm of uv. Hence, the nonlinear term (4.14) is approximated by
:Fv(v) ~ (Uv)TUf(pruf)-I f(Dv) =
~-----v------~~
C: kxm
mxi

where C := (UvfUI(PTUf)- 1 E

IRkxm

c

f(Dv),

(4.17)

can be precomputed so that there is no

dependence on dimension of original FD system. Finally, from (4.13), the approximate
DEIM reduced system is given by

E

~t (Yi+'- )'i) ~ Ay; + i;(t;) + [ c f~DVi)

]

and

yo~ o,

(4.18)
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where E,
~m

A, g(t) are defined as in (4.13); C, Dare defined as in (4.17); and j(Dvi) E

is evaluated componentwise at m entries of Dvi E

4.1.4

~m.

Numerical Results

The dimension of the full-order FD system is 1024. The POD basis vectors are
constructed from 100 snapshot solutions obtained from the solutions of the full-order
FD system at equally-spaced time steps in the interval [0, 8].
Figure 4.2 shows the fast decay around the first 40 singular values of the snapshot
solutions for v, w, and the nonlinear snapshots f(v). The plots of the numerical
solutions for v and w are presented in Figure 4.1. This system has a limit cycle for
each spatial variable x. The solutions v and ware therefore illustrated through plots
of a phase-space diagram in Figure 4.3 for the solutions of the full-order system and
the POD-DEIM reduced system using both POD and DEIM of dimension 5. From
the figure, this reduced-order system captures the limit cycle of the original full-order
system very well. The average relative errors of the solutions of the reduced systems
and the average CPU time (scaled with the CPU time from sparse full-order system)
for each time step from different dimensions of POD and DEIM are presented in
Figure 4.4.
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Solution w ~f. .f..lJII system (dim = 1024)

Solution v of Full system (dim= 1024)
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Figure 4. 1: Numerical solut ions v and

0

w from t he original FD system (dim 1024) of F -N system

(4.1)- (4.4) .
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Singular values of the snapshots
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-.- singular Val of v
- - singular Val of w
- - singular Val of f(v)
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Figure 4.2: The singular values of t he 100 snapshot solut ions for v, w, and f (v) from t he full-order
FD discretization of t he F-N system.
Phase- Space diagram of reduced system(POD=51DEIM=5)

Phase-Space diagram of reduced system(POD=51DEIM=5)
0 . 2.---~---~---~-----,

-

Full 1024
PODS/ElMS

0.18

0.2

0.16
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0.1 2
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0.5
X

Figure 4.3: Left : Phase-space diagram of v and

1.5

v(x,t)

w at different spatial points x from t he FD system

(dim 1024) and t he POD-DEIM reduced systems (dim 5). Right : Corresp ond ing projection of the
solutions at different values of x onto t he v-w plane.
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Figure 4.4: Left: Average relative errors from the POD-DEIM reduced system (solid lines) and
from POD reduced systems (dashed line) for the F-N system. Once the dimension of DEIM reaches
40, the approximation errors from the POD-DEIM and POD reduced systems are indistinguishable.
Right: Average online CPU time (scaled with the CPU time of the full-sparse system) in each time
step of semi-implicit Euler method.

4.2

A Nonlinear 2-D Steady State Problem

This section illustrates an application of the POD-DEIM method to a nonlinear
parametrized PDE in a 2-D spatial domain (from [38]):

- \1 2 u(x, y)

+ s( u(x , y ); p,)

=

100 sin(27rx) sin(21ry),

(4.19)

(4.20)

where the spatial variables (x, y) E n = (0 , 1) 2 and the parameters are p, = (p, 1 , p, 2 ) E
~ = [0.01, 10] 2 C JR 2 , with a homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition.
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4.2.1

Model Reduction of the FD Discretized System

Central finite differences will be used to construct a spatial discretization of the steady
state equations, then Newton's method will be applied to solve for the solution at
each given pair of parameter J.L = (J.L 1, J.L2)·
Let 0

= Xo <

< ... <

XI

Xn.,

<

Xn.,+l

= 1 and 0 = Yo <

Yl < ... <

Yny

<

Yny+l

=

1 be equally spaced points on the x-axis and y-axis for generating the grid points
on the domain

n,

and let n := nxny be the dimension of the discretized full-order

system. Let Uij denote an approximation of the solution u(xi, Y;) for i = 1, ... , nx,
j

= 1, ... , ny and let

~x

= 1/(nx + 1), ~y =

1/(ny + 1), so that the standard central

finite difference approximation gives

Define u = ~lb u21, ... 'Un.,l) U12, U22, ... 'Un.,2,

"'
Y=Y1

... 'Ulnyl U2nyl ..• 'Un.,ny]T E :!Rn

y=y2

to

y=Yny

be the unknown vector. By using homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, the
discretized system can be written in the form

h+Au+F(u;J.L) -

(4.21)

0,

where F(u; J.L) = s(u; J.L) with s evaluated componentwise at the entries of u and
b = 100sin(27rX)sin(27rY) E :!Rn, X=

Y

=

Lxbx2, ... ,Xn.,.r··,;::1,X2,···,Xn.,)T E
...,..

v

:!Rn,

[Jil, Y1,~ .. , Yl_,, ... , Yn 11 , Yn 11 , ••• , Yn 11 ]T E :!Rn, with b evaluated componentwise at
n.,

n.,
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the vectors X and Y, and

A

E

B

B

E

B
E }Rnxn,

E B

B

B

with

a

(3

(3

a

(3

E=

B=

(3

for

E

a

(3

(3

a

2
2
1
1
a= - (6x)2 - (6y)2' (3 = (6x)2' 'Y = (6y)2·

Notice that the system (4.21) is in a similar form as the steady state parametrized
system given in (2.2) of Chapter 2, and hence the construction of POD and PODDEIM reduced systems discussed earlier can be applied to this problem and will not
be repeated the details here. The full-order system, the POD reduced system of
dimension k, and the POD-DEIM reduced system of dimension (k, m), k, m

<<

n,

can be written as:
Full:

G(u) := b +Au+ F(u; p,) = 0;

POD:

G(u) :=

b +Au+ vrF(Vu; p,) =

0;

POD-DEIM: G(u) :=f)+ Au+ BF(Vpu; p,) = o;

A= yT AV, b = vrb,

(4.22)

B = vru(Pru)- 1 , v p = prv,
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where V E ~nxk and U E ~nxm are the POD basis matrices for the solution snapshots {u(JLi)}j,:, 1 and nonlinear snapshots {F(u(JLi); JLi)}j!, 1 , respectively, with n 8
sampled parameters {JLi = (JL{,JL~)}j,:, 1 . The matrices

A E ~kxk, bE ~k, BE ~kxm,

V P E ~mxk can be pre-computed, stored, and re-used. To solve the full-order system

G(u) = 0 for u and the reduced systems G(u) = 0,

G(u) =

0 for

u, Newton's method

will be used, and the iteration updates are given by
u

Full:

+-

u- J(u)- 1 G(u), J(u) :=A+ diag{F'(u; JL)}
(4.23)

POD:

where J E ~nxn,

J

E ~kxk, and

J

E ~kxk denote the Jacobian matrices for the

corresponding systems. The computational cost of performing these updates in the
Newton iterations is given in Appendix A. The numerical results will be illustrated
next.

4.2.2

Numerical Results

Newton iterations in (4.23) are applied to solve the full-order system (4.21), as well
as the reduced systems constructed from the POD-Galerkin and POD-DEIM approaches. The spatial grid points (xi, Yi) are equally spaced in

n for i, j

=

1, ... , 50.

The full dimension is then n = 2500. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the singular values
and the first 6 corresponding POD bases of the uniformly selected 144 sampled snapshot solutions for (4.19) and of the uniformly selected 144 nonlinear snapshots for
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(4.20). Figure 4.7 shows the distribution of the first 30 points in 0 selected from
the DEIM algorithm. Figure 4.8 shows that the POD-DEIM reduced system (with
POD and DEIM having dimension 6) can accurately reproduce the solution of the
full-order system of dimension 2500 with error of 0(10- 3 ). The average errors and
the average CPU time (scaled with the CPU time from sparse full-order system) for
each Newton iteration of the reduced systems with different dimensions of POD and
DEIM are presented in Figure 4.9. The average CPU times for higher dimensions are
shown earlier in §2.2.6. These errors are averaged over a set of 225 parameters 1-l that
were not used to obtain the sample snapshots. This suggests that the DEIM-POD
reduced-order system can give a good approximation to the original system with any
value of parameter 1-l E !lJ.
Singular Values
• Snapshot sols
Snapshot nonlin

o

Figure 4.5: Singular values of the snapshot solutions
s(u ; Jl) from (4.20).

u from (4.19) and the nonlinear snapshots
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Chapter 5
Application of the POD-DEIM
approach to Nonlinear Miscible
Viscous Fingering in Porous Media
This chapter extends the application of POD-DEIM model reduction technique from
the last chapter to a more complex simulation of nonlinear miscible viscous fingering in
a 2-D porous medium, which is commonly used to describe many important physical
phenomena, such as oil recovery process, chromatographic separation, filtration, and
pollutant dispersion. This chapter demonstrates that this POD-DEIM approach can
provide a vast reduction in complexity arising from nonlinearities, as compared to
that of the POD-Galerkin approach. As a result, simulation times can be decreased
by as much as three orders of magnitude. Specifically, as shown later in this chapter,
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the dynamics of viscous fingering in the full-order system of dimension 15000 can be
captured accurately by the POD-DEIM reduced system of dimension 40, with the
computational time reduced by factor of 0(1000). Hence, the procedure presented
here provides a promising model reduction framework for subsequent research on
more extensive nonlinear flow in porous media.

5.1

Introduction

Numerical simulations of nonlinear miscible viscous fingering have been carried out
using various discretization schemes such as finite difference, finite volume, finite
element, discontinuous Galerkin and Pseudo-Fourier spectral methods [86, 87, 34,
47, 45, 59, 84, 75]. The dimension of the discretized system is determined by the
number of grid points in the flow domain.

Usually finer grids and smaller time

steps are required to capture the fine structure of the viscous fingering to obtain
numerical solutions with higher accuracy. This results in a significant increase in the
computational time and data storage requirements. Model reduction techniques can
be used to overcome this difficulty.
As noted in the previous chapter, POD can be efficiently used to construct a
problem specific set of basis functions with global support that capture the dominant
characteristics of the system of interest. Fine scale details at grid points are encoded
in this global basis. In the context of fluid flow in porous media, POD with Galerkin
projection has been used as a model reduction procedure in many previous investiga-
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tions such as [90, 92, 91, 57] for groundwater flow, [42, 56, 29, 17, 16] for immiscible
two-phase (oil-water) reservoir simulation, and [36, 79, 80, 35] for miscible flow for
the enhanced oil recovery (EOR) process. In the case of flows described by linear
governing equations, e.g [90], the POD-Galerkin technique substantially reduces the
computational complexity and simulation time. However, the standard POD alone
may not give this vast reduction in the case of nonlinear flow models, as observed in
[17, 16] for oil-water reservoir simulation.

The efficiency in solving the POD reduced system is limited to the linear and bilinear terms, as discussed earlier in previous chapters. In subsurface flow applications,
this limitation was observed in previous works such as [17, 16]. In [17], the missing
point estimation(MPE) [8] was used with a greedy algorithm [9] and a sequential
QR decomposition (SQRD) approach to improve the choice of selected rows in POD
vectors, and a clustering technique was applied to optimize snapshots for POD. A
speedup of 10 was achieved when compared to a specialized solver and up to 700
when compared with a generic solver for the full order system. However, the numerical
results in [17] indicate that to obtain reasonably good accuracy, the number of selected
rows from MPE still had to be relatively large compared to the dimension of the POD
basis (e.g., for the original system of dimension 60000, to obtain average relative error
0(10- 2 ), it is required to use 34 POD basis vectors with 19441 selected rows from

MPE). In subsequent work [16] based on linearization of the governing equations, the
trajectory piecewise-linear (TPWL) approach was applied together with POD and a
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significant speedup with factor of 200-1000 was achieved. Here, DEIM will be used
for approximating nonlinear terms to improve the POD procedure in the application
of nonlinear miscible flow in porous media.
The formulation of the governing equations describing the nonlinear miscible viscous fingering in a 2-D porous medium, presented here in § 5.2, as well as the FD
discretization scheme are taken from [84]. The matrix form of the full-order system and its corresponding reduced-order systems, both from POD and POD with
DEIM are given in § 5.3 and § 5.4. Section 5.4 also discusses a practical method
for computing a POD basis from a sampled set from a high-dimensional subspace.
The numerical results are presented in§ 5.5. To illustrate a potential usefulness of dimension reduction for parametrized systems, the POD-DEIM approach is also used to
construct a single reduced-order model that can provide an accurate representation of
the original full-order system over the entire specified range of parameter values. The
POD-DEIM approach is also applied to a closely related problem of miscible flow with
viscous fingering induced by a chemical reaction, and is shown to be equally effective
on this problem. Finally, the conclusions and possible extensions for this application
are discussed in § 5.6.

5.2

Governing Equations

A viscous fingering (VF) instability occurs when a less viscous fluid moves through
a porous medium occupied with another more viscous fluid, which leads to the de-
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velopment of finger-shaped intrusions flowing between the two fluids.

An exten-

sive number of studies have been done, both experimentally and numerically, to observe, investigate, and predict the flow displacement behavior as well as the fingering
mechanisms, such as spreading, shielding, tip splitting, and coalescence (see, e.g.
[86, 87, 34, 47, 45, 59, 84, 75] for more details). The equations of motion given in
[84] are used here to describe the viscous fingering in horizontal flow of an incompressible fluid through a 2-D homogeneous porous medium of length Lx (horizontal)
and width Ly (vertical), with a constant permeability K. The fluid is assumed to be
injected horizontally from the left boundary with a uniform velocity U. Assume that
the porous medium is already occupied by another fluid with higher viscosity than
the injected fluid and that the two fluids are miscible. This flow evolution can be
described by a system of nonlinear coupled equations derived from Darcy's law with
the conservation laws of mass, momentum, and energy as shown below:

\7. u -

\7P ac
-+u·Vc at

pep [ ~~ + u · \7T] -

(5.1)

0
11--u

(5.2)

D\7 2 c + f(c),

(5.3)

Dr\7 2 T + (-6.H)f(c),

(5.4)

K

where f(c) denotes the rate of autocatalytic reaction defined by f(c) = -c(ka

+

krc)(c- c1 ) with constant parameters ka, kr, c1 , p, ep; u = [u, w]T E JR2 is the velocity
with components in x and

y

coordinates; P is the pressure; c is the concentration

of the injected fluid; T is the temperature; p, is the viscosity depending on c and
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T given by 1-£ = ~-toe[-Rcc+RTT], with constant /-to and constant log-mobility ratios

Rc and RT; D, DT and D.H denote diffusion coefficients and enthalpy, which are
assumed to be constant. This section will follow a common procedure for solving
the system of equations (5.1)-(5.4) by first nondimensionalizing the system and then
converting it into the form of streamfunction and vorticity, which is finally solved
numerically by a discretization scheme (see e.g. [87, 84]). Define a streamfunction

'1/J(x, y) so that u =

%;, w =-~and define the vorticity w(x, y) as w =

(V xu)· k =

~~ - ~~ where k = [0, 0, 1]T. The equations (5.1)-(5.4) then can be transformed to

nondimensionalized equations with respect to a moving reference frame in terms of
streamfunction '1/J and vorticity w as:

(5.5)

ac
at + '1/JyCx- '1/JxCy
ar
at+ '1/JyTx- '1/JxTy

-

V 2 c + Daf(c),

-

LeV 2 T

(5.7)
(5.8)

+ sgn(¢)Daf(c),

where Rc and RT are constants (log-mobility ratios) determining the effects of concentration and temperature to the viscosity; Da (Damkohler number) and Le (Lewis
number) are constant dimensionless parameters; sgn( ¢) = 1 for exothermic reactions
and sgn(¢) = -1 for endothermic reactions; '1/Jx = ~' '1/Jy =

Tx =

fx', Ty

Cx = g~, Cy = g~,

= ~~. The unknowns of these transformed equations (5.5)-(5.8) are

c(x, y, t), T(x, y, t), '1/J(x, y, t), w(x, y, t), for (x, y)

n

%;,

= [0, aPe] x [0, Pe]

c

E

0 with dimensionless domain

R 2 and constant aspect ratio a := Lx/ Ly; and for time
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t

E

[0, t,] with (dimensionless) final simulation time t 1 . Note that the dimensionless

parameter Peclet number Pe, defined as Pe =: U Lx/ D, determines the ratio of the
rate of convective transport to the rate of diffusive transport; it also represents the
length of the dimensionless flow domain.
The nonlinearities in (5.5)-(5.8) can be defined as:

N('I/J, v) := '1/JxVx

+ '1/Jyvy,

F('I/J, v) := '1/JyVx- '1/JxVy, f(c) := -c(c- 1)(c +d). (5.9)

In (5.5)-(5.8), periodic boundary conditions are imposed along top-bottom boundaries
for c, T, '1/J and Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed along left-right boundaries
for c, T, '1/J. No boundary conditions are required for the vorticity w, since it is defined
by an algebraic expression. The initial conditions are:

c(x, y, 0) = T(x, y, 0) = {

1, x::;

x

,

(5.10)

0, X> X

for ally E [0, Pe], where

'1/J(x, y, 0)

5.3

= 0 for all

x is the interface location

(x, y)

E

(in this chapter,

x=

aPe/2) and

0.

Finite Difference (FD) Discretized System

Central finite differences are used to construct a spatial discretization of equations
(5.5)-(5.8) to obtain a system of nonlinear ODEs (5.11)-(5.14). Then the forward
time integration with a predictor-corrector scheme introduced in [84] is applied to
(5.11)-(5.14) to obtain FD solution at each time step.
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Let 0 =
Yn 11 +I =

<

Xo

X1

< ··· <

Xn.,

<

Xn.,+I =

aPe and 0

= Yo

<

Y1

< ··· <

Yn 11

<

Pe be equally spaced points on x-axis and y-axis for generating the grid

points on the dimensionless domain
and dy = Pe/(ny + 1).

n=

[0, aPe]

X

[0, Pe] with dx

=

aPe/(nx + 1)

Define vectors of unknown variables of dimension n :=

nynx as c(t), T(t), '1/J(t), w(t) E Rn, containing approximate solutions for c(xi, Yi, t),

j = 1, ... , ny. The corresponding spatial finite difference discretized system of (5.5)-

(5.8) then becomes a system of nonlinear ODEs coupled with algebraic equations,
which can be written in matrix form as follows. FortE [0, t,],

dc(t)
dt
dT(t)
dt

-

-F('!jJ(t), c(t)) + [Ac(t) + b] + Daf(c(t))

(5.11)

-

-F('!jJ(t), T(t)) + Le[AT(t) + b] + sgn(¢)Daf(c(t))

(5.12)

w(t) A'!jJ(t) -

-Rc [N('!jJ(t), c(t)) + Ayc(t)] + RT [N('I/l(t), T(t)) + AyT(t)] (5.13)
(5.14)

-w(t),

where the nonlinear functions F, N : Rn x Rn

--+

Rn and f : Rn

--+

Rn are defined as

F('I/J, c)

(Ay'l/l). *(Axe+ hx)- (Ax'I/J). *(Aye),

(5.15)

N('l/l, c) -

(Ax'I/J). *(Axe+ hx)

+ (Ay'l/l). *(Aye),

(5.16)

f(c) -

-c.*(c-1).*(c+d),

(5.17)

with '·*' denoting componentwise multiplication as used in MATLAB; Ax, Ay, A E

Rnxn are (sparse) constant coefficient matrices for discrete first-order and secondorder differential operators; b, hx E Rn are constant vectors reflecting the boundary
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conditions. In general, the discretized system for this nonlinear VF has to be very
large to capture the fine details of fingers flowing through the domain, especially for
high Peclet number. This, therefore, causes substantial increases in computational
time and memory storage, which may further make it impossible to perform the
simulation in a reasonable computational time. The next section will apply the model
reduction techniques from Chapter 2 to overcome this difficulty.

5.4

Reduced-Order System

As described in Chapter 2, the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) and Discrete Empirical Interpolation Method (DEIM) are applied to construct a reducedorder system of the full-order system (5.11)-(5.14) described in the previous section.
Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 give the details of constructing this reduced-order system.

5.4.1

POD reduced system

In this setting, snapshots are the numerically sampled solutions at particular time
steps or at particular parameter values. POD gives an optimal set of basis vectors
that minimize the mean square error from approximating these snapshots and can be
obtained from the singular value decomposition (SVD).
The POD basis here is constructed for each variable separately since they are
governed by distinct physics. Let

a=

(c 1 '

...

'ens]

E

RnXns be the snapshot matrix

for concentration with ci denoting the solution of the FD discretized system at time
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ti. The POD basis of dimension k for the snapshots { ci}j~ 1 is the set of left singular

vectors of C corresponding to the k largest singular values, i.e. columns of V = V(:
, 1 : k) E

:E

Rnxk

for k < rc := rank(C), where C = V:EZT is the SVD of C with

diag(u 1, · • •' (Jrc ) E

=

JR.TcXrc.
'

(J

> ... >
-

1 -

~

vrc

> 0 and

having orthonormal columns. Similarly, let Q, U, WE

vE

Rnxk

JR.nXrc

'

z

E JR.nsXrc

be POD basis matrices

of dimension k for the snapshots {Ti}j~ 1 , {wi}j~ 1 , and {'l/Ji}j~ 1 .
Then the POD reduced-order system is constructed by applying the Galerkin
projection method to equations (5.11)-(5.14) by first replacing c, T, w, '1/J with their
approximations Vc,
JR.k,

QT, Uw, W{/;,

respectively, for reduced variables c,

T, w, {/;

E

and then premultiplying equation (5.11) by yr, equation (5.12) by QT, and

equations (5.13) and (5.14) by
dc(t)
dt

=

ur.

The resulting POD reduced system is

-VTF 1 (¢(t),c(t)) + ~c(t) +OJ +DaVTf(Vc(t))
=:A1

=:fi1

dT(t)
dt

(5.19)
=:A2

w(t)
~ ¢(t)
=:As

(5.18)

~

uTN, (~(t),

- R, [

-w(t),

c(t)) +

=:h2

u:~v c(t)] + R,. [ uTN,(~(t), T(t)) + u:::Q T(t>j<s.2o)
(5.21)
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F\ (1};, c) -

V c + hx)- (Ax W 1};). * (Ay
V c),
(Ay W 1};). *(Ax
....__,_..
....__,_..

(5.22)

F2(1};, i') -

(Ay W 1};). * (AxQ T

(5.23)

N1(1};,c) -

(Ax W 1};). * ~ c + hx)

N2(1};, i') -

(AxW1};).

f(Vc) The coefficient matrices

...._,_...

~

....__,_..

~

+ hx)- (Ax
W 1};). * (AyQ T),
...._,_...
"'-V-"

~

...._,_...

-Vc.

+ (Ay W 1};). * (Ay V c),
~

"'-V-"

* ~T + hx) + (AyW1};). * (AyQT),
"'-V-"
~

* (Vc -1). * (Vc +d).

A1, ... , A5 E JR.kxk

(5.24)
(5.25)
(5.26)

and vectors

bll b2 E JR.k

defined in (5.18)-

(5.21) for the linear terms of the POD reduced system as well as the coefficient
matrices in the nonlinear functions from (5.22)-(5.26) (i.e. Ay W, Ax V, Ax W, Ay V,

AxQ, AyQ E

JR.nxk

grouped by the curly braces) can be precomputed, retained, and

re-used in all time steps. However, performing the componentwise multiplications in

(5.22)-(5.26) and computing the projected nonlinear terms in (5.18)-(5.21):

r-

-

V F1(1/J,c),

T

V f(Vc),

r-

- -

Q F2(1/J,T),

T

Q f(Vc),

r-

-

U N1(1/J,c),

r-

- -

U N2(1/J,T)

(5.27)

still have computational complexities depending on the dimension n of the original
system (from both evaluating the nonlinear functions and performing matrix multiplications for projecting on POD bases). The Discrete Empirical Interpolation Method
(D ElM) is used to remove this dependency as shown in the next section.
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Memory requirements for the POD reduced system
Besides the complexity of the POD-Galerkin technique as discussed in Chapter 2, the
memory storage requirement can also be an issue for the POD reduced system. To
obtain the approximate solution from the POD reduced system, one must store POD
reduced solutions of order O(knt) and POD basis matrices of order O(nk). This can
be much smaller than the required memory space to store O(nnt) of the full-order
solutions when k

«

nt and k

«

n. However, coefficient matrices in the POD reduced

system are generally dense and they may require memory space more than those in
the full-order system due to the nonlinear terms. As discussed above, the coefficient
matrices that must be retained while solving the POD reduced system are of order

O(k 2 ) for projected linear terms

A1 , ... , A5

with projected constant vectors

b1 , b2 ;

and O(nk) for the nonlinear terms (5.22)-(5.25). These O(nk) coefficient matrices
are indeed needed to avoid inefficient computation of the prolongation of the reduced
variables back to the original dimension in (5.22)-(5.25) at every time step. The
problem is that memory space of order O(nk) can clearly exceed the O(n) memory
requirement for the sparse coefficient matrices of the full-order system. The DEIM
approximation allows further precomputation so that this required memory space for
coefficient matrices can be reduced, as shown next.
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5.4.2

POD-DEIM reduced system

The projected nonlinear function in (5.27) can be approximated by DEIM in a form
that enables precomputation so that the computational cost is decreased and independent of original dimension n. Evaluating the approximate nonlinear term from
DEIM does not require a prolongation of the reduced state variables back to the original high dimensional state approximation, as is required to evaluate the nonlinearity
in the original POD approximation, e.g., for f in (5.26). Only a few entries of the
original nonlinear term corresponding to the specially selected interpolation indices
from DEIM must be evaluated at each time step. The DEIM approximation is given
formally in Definition 2.2.1 and the procedure for selecting DEIM indices is given in
Algorithm 1 from Chapter 2.
DEIM approximation is next applied to each of the nonlinear functions

N11 N2 ,

F\, F\,

and f defined in (5.22)-(5.26). Only DEIM approximation ofF\ shall be

presented here in detail. Other nonlinear functions can be treated similarly. Let
UF1 E JRnxm, m :$ n, be the POD basis matrix of rank m for snapshots from the

nonlinear function F 1 in (5.15), which can be obtained at the same time as the
solution snapshots. Then UF1 is used to select a set of m DEIM indices, denoted by

pF1 = [pf\ ... , p~ ]T. From Definition 2.2.1, the DEIM approximation is then of the
form F\ ~ UF1 (P~l UF1 ) - 1:Fr and the projected nonlinear term

yT:Fl('¢, c) in (5.27)
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of the POD reduced system then can be approximated as
(5.28)

where

Ff(;j}, c)

function,

=

PJ,:lFl(;j}, c). By using the fact that Fl in (5.22) is a pointwise

Ff : JRk x

R.k ---+

R.m can be defined as

Each of the m-by-k coefficient matrices and them-vector grouped by the curly brack-

can be precomputed and re-used at all time steps, so that the computational complexity of the approximate nonlinear term (5.28) is independent of the full-order dimension

n. Finally, the POD-DEIM reduced system is of the form:
dc(t)
dt
dT(t)
dt
w(t)
As~(t)

where

= -E1Ff(~(t), c(t)) + [A1c(t) + b1] + DaE2f(Pj'Vc(t))
=

-E 3 :Fr(~(t), T(t))

+ Le[A2T(t) + b 2] + sgn(¢)DaE4f(Pj'Vc(t))

(5.30)
(5.31)

= -Rc [EsNf(~(t),c(t)) + A3c(t)] + RT [E6Nr(~(t), T(t)) + A4T(t)](5.32)
-

(5.33)

-w(t),

"Fr, Nf, N-r,

can be defined analogously to

Ff, and E 2 , ..• ,E6

E JRkxm

can be obtained in a similar manner from other nonlinear functions as for E 1 . The
equations (5.30) and (5.31) used the fact that f is also a componentwise function,
i.e., f(ci)

= [f(c)Ji, which implies PJ'f(Vc(t)) = f(PJ'Vc(t)) where P 1 is defined
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analogously to P p 1 • Note that pre-multiplying

PJ' to V

is equivalent to selecting

rows of V corresponding to DEIM indices, and hence the matrix multiplication for
PJ'V need not be performed explicitly. Hence, it is only required to store an m-vector
of D ElM indices for each of the nonlinear functions, instead of the matrix P p 1 or P 1 .

Memory storage requirement for the POD-DEIM reduced system
As in the case of the POD reduced system, to recover the approximate solution
from the POD-DEIM reduced system, it is required to store reduced solutions of
order O(knt) and POD basis matrices of order O(nk).

The precomputed coeffi-

cient matrices that one must retain are of order O(k 2 ) for the projected linear terms

A 1 , ... , A 5

E JRkxk, with the projected constant vectors

b1 , b2

E JRk; O(m) for the

DEIM indices; and O(mk) for the nonlinear terms, E 1 , ... , E 6 E JRkxm and themby-k matrices inside the nonlinear functions such as the ones for

Ff

in (5.29). This

memory requirement is clearly less than the one for the POD reduced system and is
independent of the original dimension n. These precomputed coefficient matrices allow a substantial reduction in computational complexity, which now depends on only
the dimensions k of POD and m of DEIM (but not n). DEIM therefore improves
the efficiency of the POD approximation and achieves a complexity reduction of the
nonlinear term with a complexity proportional to the number of reduced variables.
This efficiency reflects in the speedup of simulation time presented in § 5.5.
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Remark on the computation of a POD basis
To compute a POD basis for a snapshot matrix in

]Rnxns,

when the spatial dimension

n of the discretization is much larger than the number of snapshots n 8 , it may not
be efficient to use the SVD directly. In particular, let Y be the n-by-n 8 matrix of
snapshots with n

»

n 8 • In this case, the POD basis is commonly obtained from the

eigenvalue decomposition of the smaller matrix yry E

]Rns xns.

However, the round-

off error from matrix multiplication for constructing yry can affect the resulting
POD basis. Alternatively, as suggested in [3], an efficient procedure for computing
the SVD of Y is to first perform the QR factorization of Y, and then compute the SVD
of the (smaller) n 8 -by-n 8 matrix R where Y = QR is the QR decomposition ofY with
Q E

Rnxns

denoting a matrix with orthonormal columns andRE

]Rnsxns

denoting an

upper triangular matrix. Let R = UI;VT be the SVD of R. Then the SVD of Y is
finally given by Y = (QU)I;VT and the POD basis can be obtained from the columns
of QU. To preserve the numerical stability for the case n

»

n 8 , QR factorization of

Y can be computed by a Gram-Schmidt process with reorthogonalization algorithm
[26]. This approach also makes it possible to update the POD basis when additional
snapshots are included.

5.5

Numerical Results

This section presents three numerical experiments. The first one considers the PODDEIM reduced system for a set of fixed parameters. The second one considers the
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reduced system that can be used for various values of the Peclet number in a certain
range. The last one considers miscible flow with viscous fingering induced by a simple
chemical reaction. For all these cases, in addition to the initial condition for c given
in§ 5.2, random noise between 0 and 1 is added at each grid point on the interface to
trigger the instability in reasonable computing time as done in many investigations
such as [87, 34, 84]. The accuracy in all numerical cases is measured by the (2-norm)
average relative error, Ec, defined as

where

Cj E ~n

denotes the solution for concentration of the full-order system at time

ti; cj := Vci E ~n with Cj E ~k being the solution from a reduced system (POD or

POD-DEIM) at time tj; and POD basis matrix V E ~nxk for c.

5.5.1

Fixed Parameters

The system (5.5)-(5.8) is solved numerically using a finite difference scheme from
[84]. This section considers the isothermal case (constant temperature: Rr = 0).
The parameters used here are Rc

= 3; Rr = 0; a=

2; Pe

= 250; Le =

1; Da

= 0.01;

d = 0.1. The number of spatial grid points is 150 on the x-axis and 100 on the y-axis.
The dimension of the full-order system is then 15000.
The singular values of 250 solution snapshots and nonlinear snapshots are shown
in Figure 5.1. In Figure 5.2, the solutions for concentration from the POD-DEIM
reduced system (5.30)-(5.33), with POD and DEIM of dimension 40, are shown with
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the corresponding ones from the full-order system and also the corresponding absolute
errors at the grid points. This figures shows that POD-DEIM reduces more than 300
times in dimension and reduces the computational time by factor of 0(103 ) with

O(lo- 3 ) error as shown in Table 5.1.
From the error plot in Figure 5.3, each POD-DEIM error curve (solid line) initially
decreases as the dimension of the POD basis increases, then the error stagnates once
a certain dimension of POD basis is reached. The stagnation may result when the
DEIM approximation error exceeds the POD approximation error, and in this case
DEIM accuracy does not improve further even by increasing the dimension of the POD
basis. On the other hand, for a fixed dimension of POD basis, the errors from PODDEIM reduced systems decrease as the dimension of DEIM increases, but they do
not get lower than the POD errors. That is, once the DEIM error is essentially equal
to the POD error, no further reduction of DEIM error is possible through increasing
the dimension of the DEIM approximation. The error plots also indicate an optimal
choice of DEIM dimension for a given POD dimension (and vice versa), which is the

'comer' of each curve. However, these error curves are not known in advance and
hence cannot be used to determine the reduced dimension in practice. The plot of the
CPU time in Figure 5.3 used in computing the POD reduced system clearly reflects
the dependency on the dimension of the original full-order system. Figure 5.3 and
Table 5.1 show a significant improvement in computational time of the POD-DEIM
reduced system from both the POD reduced system and the full-order system.
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Singular Values of Solution Snapshots
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Figure 5.1: Singular values of the solution snapshots and the nonlinear snapshots.
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= 100 and

t = 250 from the full-order system of dimension 15000 and from the POD-DEIM reduced system
with both POD and DEIM having dimension 40 (fixed parameters) .
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Dimension

A vg Rel Error of c

CPU time (sec)

Full 15000 (FD )

-

2.138

X

10 3

1

POD20

5.597

X

10- 3

1.206

X

10 2

1/18

POD20/DEIM20

2.041

X

10- 2

9.225

X

10- l

1/ 23 18

POD40

4.066

X

10-4

2.442

X

10 2

1/9

POD40/DEIM40

2.045

X

10- 3

1.275

rv

Ratio CPU time

1/ 1677

Table 5.1: Average relative error (2-norm) of the solution for the concentration c and CPU time of

= 250 (fixed

the full-order system, POD reduced system, and POD-DEIM reduced system with Pe

parameters) with the ratios of the CPU time normalized by the time of full-order system.
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5.5.2

Varying Peclet number: Pe E [110, 120]

Consider the same numerical setup as for the previous case in Section 5.5.1, except
that this numerical experiment is now interested in the parameter Pe in the interval
[110, 120]. The POD basis used for approximating the solution space is constructed

from 398 snapshots taken from two full-order FD systems corresponding to Pe =
110 and 120 (199 snapshots are uniformly selected in time t E [0, 200] from each

system). The resulting POD-DEIM reduced system can be used to approximate
systems with arbitrarily parameter Pe in the interval [110, 120]. To demonstrate the
effectiveness of this reduced system, consider the solutions of the VF system with
parameter Pe = 115 which was not used in constructing the POD bases of this PODDEIM reduced system as shown in Figure 5.4 for concentration from the POD-DEIM
reduced system with POD of dimension 30 and DEIM of dimension 50, as well as the
corresponding absolute error at the grid points when compared with the full-order
system of dimension 15000. The corresponding average relative error is 0(10- 3 ) for
this 300 times reduction in dimension. An envisioned use of this reduction is to
conduct many different simulations with various settings of the Peclet number. To
illustrate the potential to drastically reduce simulation time without loss of accuracy,
consider this miscible flow system with different Peclet numbers ranging across the
entire interval [110, 120]. Specifically, 11 simulations will be conducted corresponding
to Pe = 110,111, ... , 119,120. As expected, the POD-DEIM approach significantly
reduced the total simulation time from 2.33 hours for the full system to roughly 13
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seconds with accuracy 0(10- 3 ) as shown in Table 5.3. The POD reduced model
hardly reduced the computation time by comparison, e.g., from Table 5.3, t he POD
system of dimension 30 reduces computational time only by a factor of 5, while the
POD-DEIM system (POD=30 , DEIM=50) reduces it roughly by factor of 700.
c: POD30/DEIM50 , Pe115 , t = 50

50

Error:

100

150

200

lCD -cDeo"'' . P e115 .t =50

c : P OD30 /DEIM50, P e 11 5 , t= 1 00

50

Error:

100

150

lCD -cDEI"'' , Pe 11 5 ,t

200

= 100

Error:

lCD -cDEI"'' , Pe1 1 5 ,t

= 200

60
~

60

40
20
50

100

150

50

200

100

150

200

Figure 5.4: Concentration plots of the injected fluid at timet= 50, 100,200 from the POD-DEIM
reduced system with POD and DEIM having dimensions 30 and 50, with the corresponding absolute
error at the grid points when compared with the full-order system of dimension 15000 (Peclet number
Pe = 115).

5 .5 .3

Miscible Viscous Fingering Induced by Chemical R eaction

This section considers a system from [34] that describes miscible flow with viscous
fingering induced by a simple chemical reaction A

+B

--+

C, which occurs at the

interface of the reactants A and B , producing a product C. The system of governing
equations is in a similar form to the one presented in Section 5.2 and given by the
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Dimension

Avg Rel Error of c

CPU time (sec)

Full 15000 (FD)

-

7.384

X

102

1

POD30

5.907

10- 3

1.338

X

10 2

1/6

POD30/DEIM30

3.133 x 10- 2

0.843

1/876

POD30/DEIM50

7.395 x 10- 3

0.909

1/812

POD 50

5.910 x 10- 3

2.434

POD50/DEIM50

8.579

10- 3

1.150

X

X

X

Ratio CPU

102

1/3
1/642

Table 5.2: Average relative error (2-norm) of the concentration c and CPU time (sec) for solving
the full-order system, POD reduced system, and POD-DEIM reduced ystem with P eclet number
Pe

= 115, which is arbitrary chosen from the interval [110, 120], with the ratios of the CPU time

normalized by the time of the full-order system.

Dimension

Avg Rel. Error

Avg CPU time

Full 15000 (FD)

-

7.384

X

10 2

CPU time 11 runs
8.402
( rv

102

X

10 3

Ratio CPU
1

2.3 hrs)

POD30

3.958

X

10- 3

1.351

POD30/DEIM30

3.164

X

10- 2

0.858

9.440

1/ 90

POD30/DEIM50

6.016

X

10- 3

0.924

10.169

1/ 26

POD 50

3.773

X

10- 3

2.452

POD50/DEIM50

5.550

X

10- 3

1.154

X

X

102

1.486

2.697

X

X

12.692

10 3

10 3

1/6

1/3
1/662

Table 5.3: Average relative error (2-norm) of c and CPU time (sec) for solving 11 runs: Pe =
110, 111, ... , 120, with the ratios of the CPU time normalized by the time of the full-order system.
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convection-diffusion-reaction equations as shown in [34]. Let a, b, c be the concentrations of the two reactants A and B and of the product C; and D A, DB, De be
constant diffusion coefficients of A, B, C, with viscosity J.L(c) :=

J.LoeR(c/co),

where R

is the log-mobility ratio. When R > 0, a more viscous product Cis produced at the
interface and the less viscous reactant pushes the more viscous product as shown in
Figure 5.5. The numerical technique presented in Section 5.2 is used for this experiment. The dimensionless parameters (additional to the previous cases) are the ratios
of the diffusion coefficients of A and B: 8A

= D A/ De, 8B = DB/ De.

The numerical results presented here use parameters: R = 3, Pe = 250, Le = 1,
Da = 1, d = 0.1, 8A = 1, 8B = 5, with aspect ratio a = 3. Periodic boundary
conditions are used in both x and y coordinates. Initially, the reactant B is sandwiched between the reactant A. Figure 5.5 illustrates the concentrations of A, Band

C in a 2-D homogeneous porous medium at time t = 500. Similar to previous numerical cases, it shows that the POD-DEIM reduced model with POD and DEIM of
dimension 30 and 40 can accurately capture the VF dynamics of the full-order system
having dimension 15000 with substantially less CPU time, i.e., 0(1000) reduction, as
shown in Table 5.4. Note that this system is more complex than the previous cases
due to the number of variables, as well as the nonlinear reaction terms. This type
of nonlinear system is influenced by various parameters (e.g., Pe, 8A, 8B, Da) and
the parametric study therefore becomes an important tool and a common method for
analyzing the dynamics of this system as done in [34]. Hence, the POD-DEIM is a
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a: POD30/DEIM40, t=500

c: A+B->C, POD30/DEIM40, t=500

b: POD30/DEIM40, t=500
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Figure 5.5: Concentration plots in the flow domain of reactants A, B and the product C from
the reaction A+ B

----+

C at time t = 500 from the POD-DEIM reduced system with POD and

DEIM having dimensions 30 and 40, with the corresponding absolute errors at the grid points when
compared to the full-order system of dimension 15000 (fixed parameters).

promising technique for improving the efficiency of the simulation for this parametric
study.

5.6

Conclusions and Remarks

The model reduction technique combining POD with DE IM has been shown to be
efficient for capturing the dynamics in the VF simulation with substantial reduction
in dimension and computational t ime. The failure to decrease complexity with the
standard POD technique was clearly demonstrated by the comparative computational
times shown in , e.g., the plot of CP U time in Figure 5.3. DE IM was shown to be very
effective in overcoming the deficiencies of PO D with respect to general nonlinearities
in VF simulation. The preliminary numerical results in the previous section provide
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Dimension

A vg Rel Error of concentrations

CPU time (sec)

Full 15000 (FD)

-

1.699

X

10 3

1

POD10

4.561

X

10- 3

1.757

X

102

1/10

POD10/DEIM10

8.255

X

10- 3

1.612

POD20

9.131

X

10- 4

3.057

POD20 /DEIM20

3.267

X

10- 3

1.970

POD30

4.006

X

10- 4

4.435

POD30/DEIM40

8.382

X

10-4

2.567

POD40

3.162

X

10-4

6.325

POD40/DEIM40

4.867

X

10- 4

2.791

Ratio CPU

1/ 1054
X

102

1/6
1/ 862

X

10 2

1/4
1/ 661

X

102

1/3
1/ 609

Table 5.4: Average relative error (2-norm) of the solution for the concentrations a, b, c of the
reactants A, B, and the product C and CPU time of the full-order system, POD reduced system,
and POD-DEIM reduced system (fixed parameters) with the ratios of the CPU time normalized by
the time of the full-order system.
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a promising extension of the POD-DEIM approach to speed up the VF simulations
in parametric study.
Note that, in Section 5.5.2, the variation of Peclet number is only considered in a
relatively small range. It is possible to consider varying multiple parameters at the
same time with a larger range for each of them as done in, e.g., [27, 39]. The framework
presented here can still be used with only minor modifications. In general, the quality
of the sampled snapshots can affect the efficiency of the POD-DEIM approximation.
In this chapter, the snapshots are selected uniformly over the sampled space. It
is possible to apply more efficient algorithms for selecting snapshots, such as those
proposed in [15, 60, 41]. While this possibility has not been considered here, I hope to
investigate this, as well as the other issues discussed above. These issues still remain
as challenging research topics and will be left for future work.

Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
This thesis developed a model reduction technique for general large-scale nonlinear
ODE systems by combining POD with DEIM, as described in Chapter 2. DEIM was
demonstrated to overcome the deficiencies of POD with respect to general nonlinearities. An error bound for the DEIM approximation of a nonlinear vector-valued
function was proposed in Lemma 2.2.3, showing the obtained approximation to be
nearly optimal. The state space error bounds of the POD-DEIM reduced systems for
the ODEs with Lipschitz continuous nonlinearities were derived in Chapter 3. The
analysis was particularly relevant to ODE systems arising from spatial discretizations
of parabolic PDEs. These error bounds were considered in both continuous and discrete settings, and they were derived through a standard approach using logarithmic
norms, as well as through an application of generalized logarithmic norms [81). The
conditions under which the reduction error is uniformly bounded were also discussed.
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The resulting error bounds in the .C2-norm reflect the approximation property of the
POD based scheme through the decay of the corresponding singular values. These
bounds clearly explain the stagnation of the errors observed in the numerical results
shown in Chapters 4 and 5 (see e.g., Figs 4.4, 4.9, 5.3). Moreover, for some simple
problems, these bounds can be used for determining a suitable dimension (k, m) for
the POD-DEIM approximation, as illustrated in Appendix B.
The numerical results in Chapter 4 illustrate that the POD-DEIM approach not
only gives an accurate reduced system that is substantially smaller than the original
system with a general nonlinearity, but it also preserves the steady state behavior
(e.g., the limit cycle) of the original system. The average errors for the POD-DEIM
approach in Figures 4.4 and 4.9 show that the accuracy of the approximation depends
on the dimensions of both POD and DEIM. An application of POD-DEIM approach
to two-phase miscible flow in 2-D porous media presented in Chapter 5 was demonstrated to be efficient for capturing the complex dynamics of the original system,
with substantial reduction in dimension and computational time. The failure to decrease complexity with the standard POD technique was clearly demonstrated by the
comparative computational times shown in, e.g., the plot of CPU time in Figure 5.3.

Current and Future Research
• Adaptive POD basis: Due to the data-dependent nature of the POD basis,
the POD-DEIM approach generally cannot be expected to give good approx-
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imations for systems with parameters lying outside the sampling parameter
domains from which the POD basis is constructed. One possible way to handle
this issue is to develop an adaptive framework that incorporates the scheme for
efficiently updating the POD basis to improve the accuracy of the reduced-order
systems.
• Extending error and stability analysis: The error analysis given in Chapter 3 mainly provides the theoretical insight into the factors contributing to
the accuracy of the POD-DEIM technique for a certain class of nonlinear dynamical systems. It therefore still remains to perform sensitivity and stability
analysis, as well as to extend this error analysis to a boarder class of nonlinear parametrized problems. It is also important to investigate an alternative
error estimate that is useful in practice, in the sense that it can be efficiently
computed in addition to accurately predicting the error.
• Constructing a POD-DEIM reduced system for a nonlinear model
using snapshots from linear or linearized models: The POD basis is
generally derived from a set of sampled solution trajectories (snapshots) from
the original large-scale nonlinear systems. These snapshots therefore could be
very expensive to obtain. To reduce this computational cost, the corresponding
simplified linear or linearized models could be used instead to generate these
snapshots.

This idea is shown to be promising through preliminary results

obtained from its application on a model of polymer dynamics.
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It is important to emphasize the future investigation of the stability issue for the
POD-DEIM approach, as listed above. Recently, this issue has come to the forefront
in some practical large-scale problems. I hope that the error analysis given in this
thesis, particulary in the generalized setting of logarithmic Lipschitz constant [82],
will give a good starting point for this investigation.
In addition to the items given above, other possible future research includes: incorporating the POD-DEIM technique with higher-order numerical scheme; developing
simulation software based on the POD-DEIM procedure integrated with existing ODE
solvers for different classes of nonlinear dynamical systems; combining DEIM with
other projection-based model reduction techniques such as Krylov-based approximation methods; and applying this method to other applications such as optimization
and uncertainty analysis. The extensions discussed in this section will allow a boarder
impact on model reduction for practical large-scale nonlinear problems.
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Appendix A
Computational Complexity Details
Additional details on computational complexity in Section 2.2.6 of Chapter 2 will
be presented here. Tables A.1 and Table A.2 give the computational complexity
for each iteration when solving (2.60) by the forward Euler method and (2.61) by
Newton's method, respectively. The corresponding plots of these tables are shown in
Figures A.1 and A.3. Note that each plot in Figures A.1 to A.4 is scaled so that the
value of the Flops or the CPU time for the sparse full-order system (sparse coefficient
matrix A) is equal to 1. Note also that a(p) denotes the Flops for evaluating the
nonlinear function F at p components and ad(p), used in Table A.2, denotes the
Flops for evaluating derivative of the nonlinear function F at p components. When

F evaluates at its input vector componentwise, a(p) and ad(p) are linear in p. In this
case, the computational complexities for evaluating one forward Euler time step and
performing one Newton iteration of the full-order system, the POD reduced system,
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and the POD-DEIM reduced system are shown in the last columns of Table A.l and
Table A.2, respectively.
Although the forward (explicit) Euler method may not be the best approach due
to the step limiting stability issue, its cost per iteration is typical of other explicit
methods, and hence it is suitable for illustration purposes. An implicit scheme would
require solution of a nonlinear system at each time step. The computational complexity for each Newton iteration is shown in Table A.2. In practice, the CPU time
may not be directly proportional to these predicted Flops, since there are many other
factors that might affect the CPU timings [37] . However, this analysis does reflect
the relative computational requirements and may be useful for predicting expected
relative computational times and performance enhancements possible with DEIM.
When A E

JR.nxn

represents the discretization of a linear differential operator, it

is usually sparse. Then, from Table A.l, the sparsity of A can be employed, so that
the total complexity for each iteration of the full-order system becomes O(n) instead
of O(n2 ). Similarly, from Table A.2, the total complexity becomes O(n2 ) instead
of O(n 3 ). In this case, the total complexity of the POD reduced system can be
higher than the complexity of the full-order system as shown in Figures A.l and A.3.
For example, the results in Figure A.3 for the steady-state problem with dimension
of the (sparse) full-order system n

= 2500, indicate that roughly when

k

= 50 or

nk2 = n 2 , the computational time of the POD reduced system starts to exceed the
computational time of the full-order system. This follows from Table A.2 that the
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complexity O(k 3

+ nk2 )

for POD reduced system is equivalent to the complexity

O(n 2 ) for the sparse full-order system when k 2 ~ n.
This inefficiency of the POD reduced system indeed occurs in the actual computation as shown in Figures A.2 and A.4. From Figure A.2, for the unsteady nonlinear
system, the CPU time of the POD reduced system used for computing each time step
exceeds the CPU time for the original system as soon as its dimension reaches 30.
The same phenomenon happens for the POD reduced system of the steady-state problem as shown in Figure A.4, which illustrates the (scaled) CPU time of the highly
nonlinear 2-D steady state problem introduced in Chapter 4. The corresponding
POD-DEIM reduced system with both POD and DEIM having dimension 15 is order

0(100) faster than the original system with O(lo-4 ) accuracy. On the other hand,
the POD reduced system of dimension 15 gives only 0(10) reduction in CPU time
from the original system, with roughly the same order of accuracy as the POD-DEIM
reduced system. These demonstrate the inefficiency of the POD reduced system that
has been remedied by the introduction of DEIM.
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Total Complexity
System

Computation
in forward Euler

y

+-

y

+ dt(Ay + F(y))

Complexity
( 1 time step)

For linear a(·), ad(·)

2n2 + 2n + a(n) or

..,.. Dense A: O(n 2 )

cn+a(n)

..,.. Sparse A: O(n)

Full

..,.. Sparse A
(MATLAB):
c"" sparsity of A

O(nlog(n)) [37]

POD

y

+-

y

+ dt(Ay + VTF(Vy))

2k 2

+ 2k + a(n) + 4nk

O(k 2

+ nk)

POD-DEIM

y

+-

y + dt(Ay + BF(V pY))

2k 2

+ 2k + a(m) + 4mk

O(k 2

+ mk)

where B = VTUU~ 1 ,

up= pTu,v p = pTv

Table A.1: Comparison of the computational complexity for each time step of forward Euler
method.
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Flops (scaled) for each Forward Euler Iteration
O(n

2

)

2

O(k +nk)
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--£1-- DEIM30
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Figure A.l: Approximate Flops (scaled with Flops for the full-sparse system) for each time step
of forward Euler.
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Test CPU time (scaled) for each forward Euler iteration
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Figure A.2: Average CPU time (scaled with CPU time for t he full-sparse system) for each time
step of forward Euler.
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Total Complexity

System

Computation in Newton iteration

Complexity (1 iteration)
linear a(·), ad(·)

G(y) = Ay + F(y)

2n 2 + a(n) +nor en+ a(n)

J(y) =A+ diag{F'(y)}

n 2 + ad(n) or n + ad(n)

y- y- J(y)-lG(y)

O(n3 ) or O(n 2 )

O(n3 )

Full

Sparse: O(n2 )
c "' nonzero per row of A

POD

POD-DEIM

G(y) = Ay + vrF(Vy)

2k 2 + a( n) + k + 4nk

J(y) =A+ vrdiag{F'(Vy)}V

k2 + ad(n) + 4nk + 2nk 2

Y- Y- J(y)-lG(y)

O(k 3 )

G(y) = Ay + BF(V s:>Y)

2k 2 + a( m) + k + 4mk

J(y) =A+ B diag{F'(V s:>Y)}VP'

k2 + ad(m) + 4mk + 2mk 2

y - y- J(y)-lG(y)

O(k3 )

O(k 3

+ nk2 )

O(k 3 + mk 2 )

where B = vruui,
us:>= pru,v s:> =pry

Table A.2: Comparison of the computational complexity for each Newton iteration.
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Flops (scaled) for each Newton Iteration
4
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Figure A.3: Approximate Flops (scaled with Flops for the full-sparse system) for each Newton
iteration from Table A.2.
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Average CPU time (scaled) for each Newton Iteration
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Figure A.4: Average CPU time (scaled with CPU time for the full-sp arse system) for each Newton
iteration for solving the steady-state 2D problem.

Appendix B
Example: State-space error bounds
The error analysis for the state-space solutions from the POD-DEIM reduced systems
given in Chapter 3 mainly provides theoretical insight into the factors that contribute
to the accuracy of the POD-DEIM technique. In general, these bounds may not be
useful for predicting exact errors (pessimistic bounds). Applications of these bounds
will be considered here through a heuristic linearization approximation.

B.l

Example: POD-DEIM Model Reduction for
Finite Difference System of Burgers' Equation

Consider again the 1D unsteady Burgers' Equation:

a
aty(x, t) =

a2
ll ax 2 y(x,

a (y(x, t?)

t)- ax

2

X

E

[0, 1], t 2: 0

y(O, t) = y(1, t) = 0, t 2: 0 and y(x, 0) = y0 (x), x E [0, 1],
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(B.1)
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where y(x, t) is the unknown function of time t and location

X

E

f2 =: [0 , 1] ; v

is a diffusion coefficient (viscosity parameter); and y0 (x ) is an initial condition. The
initial condition used here is y0 (x)

= f(x)- j(O), where f(x) =

e-( IS (x-o.s))

2
);

v = 0.1 ;

t E [0 , 1]. Finite difference (FD) approximation for the spatial discretization gives
d
dty(t)
where A E

IR_n xn

=

v Ay(t)

(B.2)

is the discrete Laplace operator; F (y)

order discrete differential operator A x E
tion (note: -

+ F (y) ,

%x ( y(x2t)

2
)

=

=

-y.

* A xy

with first-

and '·*' denotes pointwise multi plica-

IR_n xn

-y(x , t) ay~:,t) ). Here the full-order dimension n is 100.

Fig. B.1 shows the solution of t he full-order system and the singular values of the
solution snapshots and nonlinear snapshots. The POD-DEIM reduced system is then
constructed as described in Chapter 2. The accuracy of this reduced system is shown
next with the approximate state error bounds from Chapter 3.
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Figure B.l: Solution of Burgers' equation from full-order FD system and the singular values of
100 sna pshots
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B.2

Numerical Results on Approximate State-Space
Error bounds

It is possible to compute realistic error bounds based on the derivation in Chapter 3

by using linearization and estimating the Jacobian (to avoid the exponential term).
Fig. B.2 shows some preliminary results of these approximate error bounds for different reduced dimensions k , m for POD and DEIM. This result illustrates that the
error bounds provided in this thesis can be used to determine a suitable1 dimension
(k, m) for the POD-DEIM reduced system.
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Figure B.2:
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Exact errors and approximate error bounds at 100 time steps for POD and POD-

DEIM reduced systems constructed from POD bases of all 100 solution snapshots.
1

Ideally, for a given level of accuracy, it is desirable to use the optimal dim nsion (k, m) which

can be selected from the "kinks" or "knees" of the error curves.

